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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE:
Ringette Canada’s guidelines for transitioning toward Pursuit of Excellence programming are in the process of being
implemented across Canada. By 2022-2023, Ringette Alberta announced plans to operate its first Centres of
Excellence (CoE) by 2022-2023. These CoEs would initially cater to U14 aged players, while in subsequent seasons
the CoE concept would be expanded to players in U16 and U19 age categories.
As part of its efforts to understand the potential impacts of transitioning toward a Pursuit of Excellence model,
alongside the existing ‘Classic Ringette’ model, Ringette Alberta contracted Caminata Consulting to conduct primary
research to ascertain the implications for players, coaches, officials, parents, and local associations.

SURVEY SAMPLE AND RESPONSE :
A targeted survey was developed and administered to key stakeholders inviting input and feedback on initial
proposals for the Pursuit of Excellence programming. The survey sample comprised direct emails to 2,775 current
adult players, parents of minor players, and coaches of AA, A, and B teams for U12 and up. In addition, 221 local
association board members were contacted directly. The survey tool was made available via a web-link for
stakeholders who were not targeted directly.
A total of 1,185 survey responses were received. Of this number, 600 respondents replied to all questions
completely. Respondents included 215 coaches, 498 parents, 49 adult players, and 135 board members. A number
of the respondents had multiple roles.

FINDINGS:
•

•

•

•

There is currently varied awareness of the difference between a ‘Talent Identification’ and a ‘Talent
Development’ approach to player development. Similarly, there is limited awareness of the difference
between the terms ‘Tier’ and ‘Program.’ (For each of these two elements of programming, some 39% of
survey respondents claimed to be “clear” about the distinctions, while 17% and 22% of respondents were
“unclear” respectively). Despite Ringette Alberta’s considerable efforts to educate stakeholders about
these (and other) elements of PoE, the provincial association should ensure that those affected continue to
be made aware of the program’s details as they are developed.
Overall, there is modest awareness of the draft implementation plan among stakeholders (with less than
one third having read the entire document), reasonable understanding of the difference between ‘talent
identification’ and ‘talent development’ and between ‘tier’ and ‘program’ (39% of stakeholders being clear,
but fewer than a quarter being unclear of the differences). A majority (72.3%) of stakeholders are
supportive of the PoE initiative, and most (81.2%) agreeing that there should be minimum performance
thresholds for PoE. There was widespread agreement that two CoEs should be developed initially, but it is
unclear to stakeholders how satellite programming would operate.
Concerns with proposals for PoE and CoEs include:
o Greater level of detail is needed regarding the programming and criteria that will be used
o The accommodation of athletes who do not reside in either Edmonton or Calgary
o More than a quarter of stakeholders remain generally unsupportive of the shift toward PoE and
CoEs and do not see a reason for this change.
Support for PoE and CoEs among stakeholders is based on the programming being:
o Athlete-centred;
o Inclusive;
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o
o
o

Aligned with ringette programming across Canada;
Based on consistently-applied criteria for selection (for players, coaches, and CoEs); and
Part of a defined an athlete-pathway for players who wish to pursue excellence in ringette.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Ringette Alberta, in collaboration with Ringette Canada, should clarify with stakeholders the criteria that
will be used to select athletes and coaches for inclusion in the Pursuit of Excellence program;
Continued education and communication with athletes, coaches, parents, and local associations will
facilitate a transition to the PoE programming in Alberta;
The criteria for designation as a CoE should be determined and publicized as soon as possible, so that
existing organizations and new entities have an opportunity to prepare;
In order to align with current Ringette Canada plans, Ringette Alberta should proceed as planned in 202023 transition toward the CoE and associated programming (accommodating for Covid-19 ‘return to
normal’);
Two CoEs (one each in the Edmonton and Calgary areas) should be operational by 2022-20231;
Ringette Alberta should clarify the intended timeline for introduction of PoE for U16 and U19 players;
Ringette Alberta should clarify how athletes outside Edmonton and Calgary will participate in CoE
programming;
Ringette Alberta should continue to liaise with Ringette Canada on the development and implementation
of the CoE concept;
Ringette Alberta (along with Ringette Canada) is encouraged to develop improved linkages and
coordination with National Ringette League (NRL) teams and post-secondary institutions that offer ringette
programming.

1

Along with other timeline-based recommendations, this assumes that ringette will return to ‘normal’ in the wake
of the COVID-19 pandemic. If this is not the case (e.g., if a return to play is delayed for the 2020-2021 season), the
proposed timelines will need to be adjusted accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In August 2016, Ringette Canada hosted a national summit to initiate a discussion about the direction of highperformance ringette in Canada. Following the summit, additional input was solicited from a variety of stakeholders
and a background document entitled Current State of High-Performance Ringette in Canada was developed. That
document stated that:
“There has been no clear definition of High-Performance Ringette in Canada. From one province to the other, from
one conversation to the next, the agreement as to ‘who is part of High-Performance Ringette in Canada?’ is never
reached. Additionally, athletes competing at the same level and part of the same development phase are not being
given the same daily training opportunities from one area of the country to the other. How is it that programs built
to achieve the same goals have such varying structures and priorities?”
At that time, within Alberta, there was little recognition of the need for local programs to align with the goal of
preparing athletes to enter Ringette Canada’s High-Performance programming. In order to address this, Ringette
Alberta worked with Ringette Canada to develop the Excellence Ringette concept that would help athletes to
immerse themselves in an environment specifically designed to help them become their best.
Several distinctions were identified for the Pursuit of Excellence (PoE) approach, as compared with the existing
model of performance-based ringette. Amongst these were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program delivery would be based on the Ringette Canada Athlete Development Matrix;
Programs would be aligned with Ringette Canada’s high-performance pathway;
Program operators will be accountable for providing the high-quality environment expected;
Training and competition environments would be systemic and systematic;
PoE would be considered a program (as opposed to a tier); and
PoE would focus on talent development (not talent-identification).

Furthermore, the PoE approach to talent development would focus on assisting athletes to achieve their highest
level of performance, fulfill their potential, and learn and live the athlete lifestyle for future benefit within or outside
of ringette.
In consultation with Ringette Canada and other provincial associations, Ringette Alberta agreed that the PoE
program would be:
•
•
•
•
•

Universal;
Athlete-Centred;
Inclusive;
Consistent across Canada; and
Based on consistent criteria (Train-to-Train in ADM Matrix).

In order to accomplish these objectives, it was agreed that the PoE program would: be based on a commitment to
long-term athlete development (which would be grounded in science and be of high quality); offer meaningful
competition for similarly skilled and similarly motivated athletes; and provide a clear pathway to provincial, National
Ringette League, and national team selection / representation.
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P RELIMINARY P ROPOSALS
The timeline for the preliminary proposals for implementation of the PoE of ringette in Alberta are summarized in
the following table.

In Alberta, it is proposed that PoE programs will be delivered by licensed Centres of Excellence (CoEs), which are to
be virtual centres in that program delivery will take place throughout the region as facility access, athlete location
and other factors dictate. Initial applications for CoE status are proposed for the 2020-2021 season, which would be
the final year for U14AA programming (as it currently exists). The ‘Introduction to Excellence’ programming would
start for first-year U14 players in 2021-2022, while the selected CoEs prepared to commence full operation in the
following season (2022-2023), by which time they would be fully operational and accept U14 players (years 1 and
2). Those athletes who meet or exceed the minimum enrollment threshold would be eligible to enroll in the PoE
program. For U16 & up, assessment will be based on the Train to Train stage in the Ringette Athlete Development
Matrix, while criteria for U14 enrollment criteria will be extrapolated from those of U16 & up participants.

R ECOMMENDED S TANDARDS FOR P URSUIT OF E XCELLENCE
PoE programming would involve the following features:
•
•
•
•

Yearly training plan (YTP);
Monitoring of training to competition ratio;
Standardized fitness assessment;
Off-season (summer) training and recovery plans;

The CoEs would involve program staff, as follows:
•
•
•

Program Director;
Coaches;
Integrated Support Team (IST) personnel.

More complete details of the proposed PoE and CoE criteria are available at https://yourringette.ca/excellence/.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the research conducted in Alberta in the spring (March-April) of 2020 can be summarized as
follows:
•

To gather information and opinions from coaches, parents, administrators, and officials regarding the
proposed PoE program stream and the introduction of CoEs; and
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•

To provide Ringette Alberta with information and recommendations that would assist it in determining
whether or not to proceed with plans to implement Excellence in Ringette, starting in 2022-2023.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Information was obtained on the PoE in ringette proposals for implementation in Alberta starting in 2020-2021,
targeting U12 and up AA, A, and B players, their parents, coaches, and local association board members.
Stakeholders were identified via the Ringette Alberta registration database, while individuals whose contact details
were not in the database (because their local associations had not submitted them at the time of registration) were
also given an opportunity to provide input.
A total of 2,775 direct e-mail invitations to complete the stakeholder survey (see Appendix 1) were sent to coaches
and parents of minor players aged U12 and up who played AA, A, or B in 2019-2020, and adult players who were
included in the Ringette Alberta database as part of their 2019-2020 registration process. In addition, 221 local
association board members whose contact details were included in the Ringette Alberta database were invited by
targeted e-mails to provide input. Based on other research being conducted on Children’s Ringette, it was known
that some local associations had not submitted email addresses for all parents / coaches or adult players as part of
the registration process. In order to provide those individuals with the opportunity to complete the survey and
provide input, a web-based link to the survey was provided and made available for circulation.
In each instance, several follow-up reminders were sent to individuals who had not responded, or only submitted
partial responses. These reminders were sent over a four-week period in March-April of 2020, thus ensuring ample
opportunity for stakeholders from across the province to provide input.

RESPONSES
•

•

Overall, a total of 1,237 responses were received from coaches, parents, adult players, and local association
board members. Of these 1,185 were valid responses submitted by individuals aged 18 or over. Of the valid
responses, 600 complete responses (i.e., answered all relevant questions) were received. Based on this
response rate, overall results can be considered accurate to within at least +/- 3.85% nineteen times out of
twenty.
Included in the 600 complete responses, were:
o 215 Coaches
o 498 Parents
o 49 Adult Players (18+)
o 135 Local association board members
Note: there was some duplication of roles (e.g., parents who are also coaches and / or local association
board members).
The following two tables outline the number of complete responses received by parents / adult players by
a) year of birth of the player, and b) level / division of the player.
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a)

Responses by Player Age

b) Responses by Player Division / Level

RESULTS
This section provides a summary of the results of the analysis of the survey data. More detailed data were provided
to the Ringette Alberta board in the form of links to mini-presentations that segmented the sample into a variety of
subsets (e.g., coaches, parents, adult players, local association board members).

OVERALL RESPONSES
This section outlines the responses received from all stakeholders to questions related to their awareness of the
concept of the PoE program and CoEs. No attempt has been made here to segment the answers received by coaches,
parents / players, or local associations. Nevertheless, this provides a reasonably good overview of the current
knowledge-base of the stakeholder group as a whole, and highlights those areas in which more education and detail
are required for successful implementation.

A WARENESS OF D RAFT I MPLEMENTATION D OCUMENT
Overall, there is modest awareness of the draft implementation plan among stakeholders even though efforts have
been made to distribute it widely and make it available for perusal on the Ringette Alberta website. Prior to the
survey, just over a quarter (27.3%) of stakeholders had read the document, while the same proportion (28.0%) had
not read it. The remainder (44.7%) claimed to have skimmed it.
•
•
•

27.3% Read
44.7% Skimmed
28.0% Not Read
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n=745 (includes coaches, parents / players, local associations) - Accurate to within +/- 3.1% 19 times out of 20.

D IFFERENCE BETWEEN T ALENT ID AND D EVELOPMENT
Again, despite efforts made by Ringette Alberta to clarify the difference between ‘talent identification’ and ‘talent
development’ approaches, only four in ten (39.1%) stakeholders claimed to be clear on the differences, while almost
two in ten (17.0%) claimed to be unclear.
•
•
•

39.1% Clear
43.9% “Somewhat Clear”
17.0% Unclear

n=745 (Accurate to within +/- 3.1% 19 times out of 20).

D IFFERENCE BETWEEN T IER AND P ROGRAM
Similar understanding of the difference between ‘tier’ and ‘program’ was evident among stakeholders.
Approximately four in ten (39.2%) were clear of the differences, while two in ten (21.6%) remained confused
(unclear).
•
•
•

39.2% Clear
39.2% “Somewhat Clear”
21.6% Unclear

n=745 (Accurate to within +/- 3.1% 19 times out of 20.)

S UPPORTIVE OF P URSUIT OF E XCELLENCE PROGRAM
Despite the lack of clarity over fundamental underpinnings of the PoE program, a majority (72.3%) of stakeholders
were supportive of the initiative. Of all stakeholders, over a quarter (28.4%) are either “very” or “extremely”
supportive while a further four in ten (43.9%) are “somewhat” supportive. However, as some of the open-ended
responses indicated, the support is dependent on further details of the programming being made available.
•
•
•

28.4% “Very” or “Extremely” supportive
43.9% “Somewhat” supportive
27.4% Not supportive
“We would be interested to know more about the athlete selection process and what kind of … commitment
we would have to make”
“It will be highly dependent on how PoE teams are built”
“It depends entirely on how different it is from AA”

n=745 (Accurate to within +/- 3.1% 19 times out of 20.)

S HOULD THERE BE A MINIMUM PERFORMANCE THRESHOLD FOR P URSUIT OF E XCELLENCE ?
The vast majority (81.2%) of stakeholders agreed or strongly agreed that there should be minimum performance
thresholds for admittance into the PoE program. However, once again, it was pointed out that further details on
how these thresholds would be determined and measured were required for complete buy-in. It is critical that the
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performance measurement be transparent and objective, although there remains some uncertainty as to how this
would be accomplished.
•
•
•

81.2% Agree / strongly agree
11.5% Neutral
7.3% Disagree / strongly disagree

“Not only performance, but overall attitude and motivation to be there”
“Providing the process is transparent”
“The definition of performance is critical”
n=574 (Accurate to within +/- 3.59% 19 times out of 20).

S HOULD THERE BE TWO C ENTRE OF E XCELLENCE H UBS (E DMONTON & C ALGARY )?
The proposal for two CoE hubs (one in the Edmonton area, and one in the Calgary area) was generally supported by
respondents. However, there was some degree of concern expressed by stakeholders who do not reside in these
major centres as to how players in the province’s other regions would benefit from the PoE program. It appears that
more education is needed to ensure that all participants who are sufficiently skilled and motivated to be part of the
PoE initiative (regardless of their geographic location) feel that they will be provided equal opportunity to develop
under the system. However, it was also noted that under the current programming, there is no opportunity for
players outside the two major urban centres to participate in higher level play.
•
•
•

61.0% Agree / strongly agree
21.8% Neutral
18.2% Disagree / strongly disagree
“What about the rest of us?”
“Centralizing will help eliminate unnecessary political [tensions] between associations”

n=574 (Accurate to within +/- 3.59% 19 times out of 20).

S HOULD THERE BE REGIONAL SATELLITE PROGRAMS ( SERVED BY E DMONTON & C ALGARY )?
The concept of satellite programming for PoE also requires further clarification and explanation of how it will
operate. While almost half (45.8%) of stakeholders agreed or strongly agreed in regional access (and less than one
in 5 disagreed or strongly disagreed), there was clear consensus that additional details will be needed to assess the
viability of this approach.
•
•
•

45.8% Agree / strongly agree
34.7% Neutral
19.5% Disagree / strongly disagree

n=574 (Accurate to within +/- 3.59% 19 times out of 20).

COACH RESPONSES
This section outlines the responses received from those involved in coaching at the AA, A, and B levels of ringette in
Alberta for players aged U12 and up. Some 84.3% of respondents coached at U16, U14, or U12 (the others being
coaches of U19 or adult teams), while 61.6% coached at the AA or A levels (the others being B level coaches).

S UPPORT OF E XCELLENCE IN R INGETTE
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Amongst coaches, there is limited strong support for the PoE concept with only 28.4% being either very or extremely
supportive. A similar proportion (27.4%) were either not at all or not very supportive, while almost half (44.2%) are
‘somewhat’ supportive of the initiative. As with the overall responses, the coaches indicated that they needed more
details about how the program would operate in practice in order to make an informed opinion. Some felt that the
current (AA) program was effective in identifying talent and creating elite players, while others were concerned
about development of rural players.
•
•
•
•

28.4% Very or Extremely supportive
44.2% Somewhat supportive
18.4% Not very supportive
9.0% Not at all supportive
“If implemented correctly I think the focus on development of top end talent is a great idea”
“Why change a [AA] program that is already working?”
“I have concerns about rural implementation”

n=190 (Accurate to within +/- 5.6% 19 times out of 20).

F UTURE COACHING PREFERENCE
A similar proportion of current coaches indicated that they would prefer to coach in the PoE ‘stream’ (22.1%) and
the Classic Ringette (21.6%) stream in the future, while almost the same combined proportion (42.1%) were unsure
and indicated that they needed more information about the level of commitment that might be required.
•
•
•
•

22.1% Pursuit of Excellence
21.6% Classic Ringette
14.2% Neither
42.1% Unsure
“Time commitment is also a factor”
“More mentoring please!”

n=190 (Accurate to within +/- 5.6% 19 times out of 20).

PARENT RESPONSES
This section outlines the responses received from parents of minor (aged under 18) players. Of the 545 respondents
who answered these questions, 139 were also coaches while 406 were not.

I NTERESTED IN P ARTICIPATING IN P URSUIT OF E XCELLENCE
Over four in ten (40.7%) parents indicated their child was either definitely or extremely interested in participating in
the PoE program. Of those that indicated their child would not be interested, some pointed out that the child would
be too old by the time it was implemented, while others were concerned about the additional costs that might be
involved in PoE as opposed to Classic Ringette.
•
•
•
•

40.7% “Definitely” or “Extremely” interested
27.3% “Moderately” interested
21.6% “Slightly” interested
17.8% “Not at all”
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“We don't have the financial means to commit to more, classic was ideal”
“She would have definitely been interested had the excellence program been offered sooner”
n=545 (Accurate to within +/- 3.71% 19 times out of 20).

I MPORTANT O UTCOMES *
Several possible outcomes of a child’s involvement in ringette were identified and, for each, the parent was asked
to rate the extent to which they agreed that these were important for their child. Slightly more than half (52.7%)
agreed or strongly agreed that a ‘pathway to excellence’ was an important outcome. However over three quarters
agreed or strongly agreed that other elements of the PoE programming were important. These aspects included the
development of performance goals (79.6%), lifelong involvement (83.5%), learning and living an active lifestyle
(83.9%, and fulfillment of athlete potential (87.2%). There was strong agreement that physical challenge, social
camaraderie, and enjoyment were critical outcomes for their child’s involvement in the sport. In developing the
programming for PoE (and other playing contexts), it will be important for Ringette Alberta to bear in mind what
aspects of the sport are deemed important for participants.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

52.7% Pathway to excellence
79.6% Development of performance goals
83.5% Lifelong involvement
83.9% Learning / living an athlete lifestyle
87.2% Fulfillment of athlete potential
94.7% Physical challenge
95.6% Social camaraderie
96.7% Enjoyment
“It is less about what is important for me than what is important for her”
“[There are too] many double A teams!”
Why focus on ‘excellence’ when there are so limited national team / league opportunities? [paraphrase]
“If the girls aren't having fun, then what is the point?”
“We have all this now, don’t forget multi-sport opportunities and school”

(* % of respondents who agreed / strongly agreed that these are important outcomes for their child)
n=545 (Accurate to within +/- 3.71% 19 times out of 20).

W ILL P URSUIT OF E XCELLENCE HELP YOUR CHILD ACHIEVE GOALS ? *
There was only modest support for the notion that PoE would help children achieve their goals in ringette (and other
aspects of life). Less than one in ten (9.7%) parents felt that PoE would extremely help their child achieve their goals,
while a further 29.2% felt that it would very much help. Meanwhile, over a quarter (27.9%) felt that PoE would only
slightly or not at all help their child achieve their goals. As with coaches, parents were concerned that players in
remote areas (outside Edmonton or Calgary) would have limited opportunity to participate in PoE.
•
•
•
•

9.7% Extremely
29.2% Very much
33.2% Moderately
27.9% Slightly / Not at all
“Striving for "excellence" is an important life skill that should be reinforced regularly”
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“Most likely won’t be a viable option in [remote town / region]”
(* Extent to which parents felt Pursuit of Excellence would help their child achieve their goals) n=545
Accurate to within +/- 3.71% 19 times out of 20

O THER COMMENTS
Other comments made by parents reflected general feelings among stakeholders that more information and detail
is needed on the PoE initiative before it is implemented. Amongst these were concerns around how the program
would be accessible for players outside Edmonton and Calgary, the selection process, and a greater emphasis on
structured feedback for program participants (from coaches, managers, and other program leaders). It was also
noted that the introduction of PoE could be used as an opportunity to develop more higher-level female coaches in
Alberta.
“Can a program like this available to athletes outside Calgary and Edmonton…?”
“How is this different from what she has access to now?”
“We would like to know more about the selection process”
“More development and priority in involving female coaches”
“Structured feedback from the team leadership (coach, manager, etc.) ... performance reviews”

ADULT PLAYER RESPONSES
A total of 51 adult players (aged 18 or older) offered feedback. While this is a relatively small number, it should be
noted that their motivation for providing input was to improve the experience for the next generation of ringette
players who would potentially benefit from the introduction of PoE programming.

I NTEREST IN BEING INVOLVED
A large majority of respondents ((87.3%) indicated that they had some interest in being involved in the PoE
programming. Given that these were the respondents that chose to take the time to complete the survey, this is not
particularly surprising and should be taken as being indicative of the overall adult player population. However, of
those who did respond, there was a general feeling that PoE would provide a superior playing and development
experience than that which they had experienced at a similar age.
•
•
•

31.4% either extremely or definitely interested (as player, coach, administrator, trainer)
55.9% either moderately or slightly interested
13.7% not interested

“There are so many people that miss out on the experience of AA because they don’t “make the cut” I think
this is an excellent idea and would be very interested in being involved in the program!”
n=51 (Accurate to within +/- 13.37% 19 times out of 20).

I MPORTANT O UTCOMES *
There was much greater support for the introduction of a ‘pathway to excellence’ among adult players who
responded than was the case among parents and coaches. However, the 70.6% who agreed or strongly agreed that
that this was important for younger players should be viewed through the lens that those adult players who
responded to the survey were more likely to have an excellence bias than the general stakeholder population. The
importance of other features of involvement in ringette were reflective of those expressed by parents. As the parents
and coaches noted, adult players indicated that transparency in selection (of players and coaches) would be critical
for the success of PoE in Alberta.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

70.6% Pathway to excellence
80.3% Lifelong involvement
90.2% Learning / living an athlete lifestyle
92.2% Social camaraderie
92.2% Development of performance goals
94.1% Physical challenge
94.1% Enjoyment
96.1% Fulfillment of athlete potential

(* % of respondents who agreed / strongly agreed that these are important outcomes for younger players)
n=51 (Accurate to within +/- 13.37% 19 times out of 20).

LOCAL ASSOCIATION RESPONSES
A total of 25 local association board members representing 17 local associations provided responses. While this was
a relatively disappointing response, it should be noted that the Excellence in Ringette survey was administered
shortly after a survey that sought input on Children’s Ringette. For other stakeholders (notably coaches and parents)
there was limited duplication of those approached for input. However, the same local association board members
were approached to provide input on PoE as were invited to offer their thoughts on Children’s Ringette.
Consequently, there may have been a degree of survey fatigue amongst local association board members.
Nevertheless, the sentiments of those local association board members that did respond should be borne in mind
when Ringette Alberta considers how PoE may affect their existing operations.

P URSUIT OF E XCELLENCE A THREAT TO AA CLUBS ?
Over half (51.1%) of responding local association board members felt that the PoE would constitute a threat to
existing AA clubs. It was felt that the players who would be interested in the PoE programming at CoEs would be
taken away from existing AA programming and, in instances where local associations exist solely to provide this level
of programming, their future existence would be threatened. However, it is possible that these same AA programs
could apply to become one of the CoEs if they meet the criteria.
•
•
•

51.1% Yes
24.4% No
24.4% Unsure

“A welcome threat from my point of view”
“If our association is not designated as a Centre of Excellence then I'm not sure about the future of our Club”
“…hopefully opening up higher level of excellence to ringette players who do not come through the
regional/zone AA programs”
“Do you see the introduction of Pursuit of Excellence as a threat to current stand-alone AA clubs?”
n=25 (Accurate to within +/- 18.52% 19 times out of 20).

A NTICIPATED C HALLENGES
In addition to testing the status quo in terms of those local associations that currently deliver AA programming, more
than half of responding local association board members felt that team formation, league scheduling, player
movement, and tournament scheduling would be more challenging than is presently the case. However, it was
acknowledged that until the details of the PoE program and CoEs are released, these fears were merely conjecture
based on limited current understanding of what the future would look like.
•
•

Team formation (57.8% more challenging than now)
League scheduling (57.8%)
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•
•
•
•

Player movement (54.8%)
Tournament scheduling (54.8%)
Tiering (47.4%)
Other (e.g., evaluations, education of members, non-urban centre viability, managing dynamics between
PoE and Classic players) (55.8%)
“Please indicate how challenging you anticipate the following tasks will be as an administrator with the introduction
of Pursuit of Excellence”
n=25 (Accurate to within +/- 18.52% 19 times out of 20).

W ILLINGNESS TO C OORDINATE E FFORTS
Over one third (37.4%) of local association board members indicated that they would be willing to coordinate their
efforts with neighbouring local associations in order form Classic Ringette teams if PoE were introduced as planned.
While only 6.7% indicated that they would not be willing to cooperate with others, the vast majority (62.9%) of board
members indicated that they needed more information on how Classic Ringette would operate alongside the PoE
programming.
•
•
•

37.4% Yes
6.7% No
62.9% Unsure

“Would your local association be willing to work with other local associations to form Classic Ringette teams after
the introduction of Pursuit of Excellence?”
n=25 (Accurate to within +/- 18.52% 19 times out of 20).

T RANSITION IN 2020-21 ( MANDATORY FITNESS TESTING , YTP REVIEW , RE - TIERING )
Regarding the initial transition (in 2020-2021) that, for all U14, U16, and U19 AA and A teams, would entail
mandatory fitness testing, a review of the yearly training program, and re-tiering within the AA and A programs, two
thirds (66.7%) of local association board members felt that this was a reasonable approach. However, while the
majority supported re-tiering as a means to ensure on-ice team parity, there was some confusion as to who would
be responsible for the other aspects of the initial transition. For those who opposed the move toward PoE as an
option for players, it was suggested that the additional elements of programming (such as fitness assessments and
training programming) would involve costs that would make participation in the sport at a high level more exclusive.
However, it was also pointed out that these additional programming elements could be achieved at a considerably
lower per-player cost than participation in a single out-of-province tournament.
•
•
•

66.7% Agree / strongly agree
20.0% Unsure
13.3% Disagree / strongly disagree

More details needed: “Fitness assessments? Who reviews the training plan? Are the training plans
modified?”
“More added costs to an already expensive sport”
“To what extent do you believe this [mandatory fitness testing, YTP review, and re-tiering if necessary) is a reasonable
first step in transition”
n=25 (Accurate to within +/- 18.52% 19 times out of 20).

T IMELINE ( STARTING IN 2021-22 FOR U14AA YR . 1)
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The proposed timeline for commencement of the PoE program is that U14AA first year players would be eligible to
enrol in the ‘Introduction to Excellence’ program while all other AA (and A) players would continue with teams as
they currently exist. Two thirds (66.2%) of local association board members felt that this was an appropriate timeline,
while roughly equal proportions felt the transition time was too slow (8.9%) or too soon (7.7%). However, almost
one in five (17.2%) of responding local association board members did not support the concepts of PoE and CoEs as
they had been explained to date. In order to prepare for any transition (regardless of their level of support for the
concept), local associations indicated that guidelines for players, coaches, and local associations would need to
finalized and released as soon as possible. It was also pointed out that the proposed timelines are likely to be
impacted if return to play in the 2020-2021 season is delayed significantly by the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore,
if the proposal is adopted, a board member of a smaller local association asked whether there would be an option
for second year U14s to register with U16 teams in the initial transition year.
•
•
•
•

8.9% Too slow
66.2% About right
7.7% Too soon
17.2% Don’t support

“COVID-19 may have a huge impact on these timelines”
“Only if guidelines are released very soon”
“option for 2nd year U14 to register with U16?”
n=25 (Accurate to within +/- 18.52% 19 times out of 20).

S HOULD THERE BE TIERING WITHIN P O E?
It was generally agreed that players within PoE should be tiered within the program. In order to maintain a degree
of on-ice parity, it was felt that tiering within PoE makes sense. However, it should be noted that PoE is designed to
be a program that caters to players of differing skill levels with the intent to develop them as athletes, rather than a
tier in and of itself.
• 63.4% Agree / strongly agree
• 21.1% Neutral
• 15.5% Disagree / strongly disagree
“In order to provide players at different stages of their development with access to play with similarly skilled athletes,
it is proposed that PoE would have tiering (AA, A) within the program. To what extent do you agree with this
proposal?”
n=25 (Accurate to within +/- 18.52% 19 times out of 20).

SUMMARY OF CONCERNS
The main concerns with proposals for PoE and CoEs that were expressed by stakeholders can be summarized as
follows:
•

Greater level of detail is needed regarding the programming and criteria that will be used in areas such
as:
o Selection and monitoring of players;
o Selection of coaches;
o Selection / accreditation of CoEs;
o Logistics of programming (league play, tournaments, etc.); and
o Competition between PoE and Classic Ringette teams;
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•
•

•

The accommodation of athletes who do not reside in either Edmonton or Calgary is a major concern of
parents / coaches from outside these two major centres.
More than one quarter of stakeholders remain generally unsupportive of the shift toward PoE and CoEs
and do not see a reason for this change. In part, this lack of support is likely due to the limited detail
that is currently available about how the programming. Furthermore, since Ringette Canada aims to
implement this initiative across Canada as a consistent program of excellence in the sport, if it becomes
operational there would like be less resistance once stakeholders are able to witness it in action.
A common viewpoint held by those who are not currently supportive is that PoE places too much focus
on ‘excellence’ in a sport that has limited opportunities for international or high-level elite play (e.g.,
via the NRL or in post-secondary institutions).

While many of these concerns are valid (particularly given the current uncertainty around post COVID-19 return to
play), implementing the PoE will provide Ringette Alberta to compete for talent with other sports (both team and
individual) that have similar programming that encourages players to develop their potential and skill-level in a
structured progression.

SUMMARY OF SUPPORT
Despite the uncertainty around the details of the PoE program and associated CoEs, the majority of stakeholders
indicated that they support the initiative and see the potential benefits. Several elements of PoE are felt by
stakeholders to address some of the perceived weaknesses of the current system of elite age-group play (AA and A
for U14 to U19), which (in some local associations) is not deemed to be effective. These include:
•

•

•

•
•

Athlete-centredness – whereby the underlying principles of talent development in PoE will supersede the
existing talent identification approach. Instead of selecting athletes who are already naturally talented,
greater emphasis will be placed on developing player skills and game awareness at a pace that is
appropriate for each player.
Consistent criteria – it is intended that all players involved in PoE programming are assessed using similar,
science-backed, and nationally consistent testing. This will help to identify and address any areas in which
players are not developing as they progress through PoE. A criticism levelled at some existing AA and A
programming is that criteria for selection are unclear and subject to bias at the evaluation stage.
Inclusive – by making PoE more inclusive than existing elite programming, it is envisaged that the perceived
bias resulting from inconsistent selection criteria across local associations (and also inconsistent application
of criteria within local associations) would be less likely to deny a talented young ringette athlete from being
given the opportunity to develop. Although a minimum skill threshold would likely be applied for athletes
to be eligible to participate in PoE, the intent is to provide opportunities for more players who wish to
pursue a ‘performance’ pathway than is currently available under the AA and A programming options.
Alignment - PoE, once operational in Alberta, will align with other programs in Canada (both within ringette
and as compared with other sports).
Clearer pathway – athletes (and their coaches and parents) will see a clearer pathway from age group play
to elite level play (including Alberta Winter Games, Canada Winter Games, national team, NRL, and postsecondary opportunities) in ringette as a result of PoE. The current system provides opportunities more as
a result of chance (e.g., based on a player’s location, evidence of skill at a young age, and availability of highlevel coaching at a local level) than as a consequence of deliberate, calculated, and planned player
development.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO RINGETTE ALBERTA BOARD
Based on the input received from stakeholders, along with a review of existing documentation regarding the planned
implementation of PoE and creation of CoEs in Alberta, the following recommendations are offered to the Ringette
Alberta board of directors.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Ringette Alberta, in collaboration with Ringette Canada, should clarify with stakeholders the
criteria that will be used to select athletes and coaches for inclusion in the PoE program at its
earliest opportunity;
Continued education and communication with athletes, coaches, parents, and local
associations will facilitate a transition to the PoE programming in Alberta;
The criteria for designation as a CoE should be determined and publicized as soon as possible,
so that existing organizations and new entities have an opportunity to prepare;
In order to align with current Ringette Canada plans, Ringette Alberta should proceed as
planned in 2020-23 transition toward the CoE and associated programming (accommodating
for Covid-19 ‘return to normal’) 2;
Two CoEs (one each in the Edmonton and Calgary areas) should be operational by 2022-2023,
at least for U14 programming;
Ringette Alberta should clarify the intended timeline for PoE for U16 and U19 players;
Ringette Alberta should clarify how athletes outside Edmonton and Calgary will participate in
CoE programming and make every effort to ensure that players are given equal opportunity
to develop within the PoE program regardless of their geographic location;
Ringette Alberta should continue to liaise with Ringette Canada on the development and
implementation of the CoE concept, ensuring that selection criteria of centres, coaches,
management, and ISTs are transparent and consistent;
Ringette Alberta (along with Ringette Canada) is encouraged to develop improved linkages
and coordination with National Ringette League (NRL) teams and post-secondary institutions
that offer ringette programming to ensure that there is a clear development pathway that
leads to elite ringette play across Canada.

2

Along with other timeline-based recommendations, this assumes that ringette will return to ‘normal’ in the wake
of the COVID-19 pandemic. If this is not the case (e.g., if a return to play is delayed for the 2020-2021 season), the
proposed timelines will need to be adjusted accordingly.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1 – PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE IN RINGETTE SURVEY (COACHES, PARENTS, ADULT
PLAYERS, AND LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS)
* 1. Are you aged 18 or over?
Note: if you yourself are aged 18 or over, (even if you have a child who plays ringette) you should answer
"Yes"
Yes
No

* 2. Have you read Ringette Alberta's draft Pursuit of Excellence Implementation Plan document (available
here)?

* 3. How clear are you on the difference between the following terms?

You may have a number of roles in Ringette during the current season. Your answer(s) to the following
question(s) will direct you to questions specific to your role.
All responses will be confidential and reporting to Ringette Alberta will only be in aggregate format
* 4. Did you coach a U12 or older team (or teams) during the 2019-2020 Ringette season?
Yes
No
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* 5. Were you a parent / guardian of one or more player(s) who played at the B level or higher during the
20192020 Ringette season?
Yes
No

* 6. Did you play Ringette in 2019-2020 on a B or higher team in Alberta?
Yes
No

* 7. Were you a local association board member during the 2019-2020 Ringette season?

C OACH Q UESTIONS
Please answer the following questions about your experience as a coach of a U12 or older team that played B
or higher during the 2019-2020 Ringette season. If you coached more than one team, please answer only for
the oldest team that you coached.
* 8. With which Association was the team registered with in the 2019-20 season?

* 9. In which division did you coach in 2019-2020 season?
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10. At which level did the team play that you coached in the 2019-2020 season?

* 11. How supportive are you of the introduction of the Pursuit of Excellence program?

12. What additional support (if any) would you like to see provided for you to be a better coach?

* 13. Once the Pursuit of Excellence program is operational, in which program would you prefer to coach?

* 14. In addition to being a coach, did you also have any of the following roles in Ringette in 2019-2020?
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P ARENT / G UARDIAN Q UESTIONS
Please answer the following questions about your child's experience with U12 or older ringette in 2019-2020. If you had
more than one child playing U12 or older ringette at the B level or higher, please answer only for the child identified in
the introductory email (or, if you did not receive such an email, the youngest child who played U12 or older).
* 15. With which Association was your child registered with in the 2019-20 season?

* 16. In which year was your child born
2008 or later

2003

2007

2002

2006

2001

2005

2000 or earlier

2004

* 17. In which division did your child participate during the 2019-20 season?

* 18. At which level did your child's team play in the 2019-2020 season?
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19. Are you aware that regardless of whether your child participates in Classic Ringette or Pursuit of Excellence, they
could still be subject to tiering?

* 20. To what extent do you anticipate your child being interested in participating in the Pursuit of Excellence program?

* 21. To what extent do you agree or disagree are the following outcomes of your child's participation in ringette
important for you?
Neither agree nor

* 22. To what extent do you agree or disagree are the following outcomes of your child's participation in ringette
important for you?
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Neither agree nor

* 23. Do you think Excellence in Ringette will help your child achieve their ringette goals?

24. In addition to the information already available from Ringette Alberta and Ringette Canada what (if any) additional
education do you need to support your child's athlete development?

* 25. In addition to your other role(s) in ringette, were you also a local association board member in 2019-2020?
Yes No

A DULT P LAYER Q UESTIONS
Please answer the following questions about your experience with U19 or older ringette in 2019-2020.
* 26. With which Association were you registered with in the 2019-20 season?
27. In which year were you born
2003 or later
2002
2001
2000 or earlier

* 28. In which Division did you participate during the 2019-20 season?
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* 29. At what level did you play in 2019-2020

30. Based on your experience as a player, do you wish to answer additional questions about the Pursuit of Excellence
stream that may assist Ringette Alberta in creating a program that will assist younger players in their development in
the sport?
Yes, I'm willing to give more input
No thanks

* 31. Are you aware that regardless of whether a player participates in Classic Ringette or Pursuit of Excellence, they could
still be subject to tiering?

* 32. To what extent do you agree or disagree that each of the following outcomes of a player's participation in ringette
are important?
Neither agree nor
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* 33. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the each of the following outcomes of a player's participation in
ringette are important?
Neither agree nor
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*34. To what extent do you personally anticipate being interested in participating in the Pursuit of Excellence
program (either as a player or in another capacity such as coach, administrator, trainer, etc.)?

* 35. Do you think Excellence in Ringette will help you achieve your ringette goals?

36. In addition to the information already available from Ringette Alberta and Ringette Canada what (if any)
additional education do you need to support your own athlete development?

* 37. In addition to your other role(s) in ringette, were you also a local association board member in 2019-2020?
Yes
No

* 38. In addition to your other role(s) in ringette, were you also a local association board member in 2019-2020?
Yes
No
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LOCAL ASSOCIATION BOARD MEMBER QUESTIONS
The following questions are seeking your opinion on the Pursuit of Excellence program from the perspective of
a local association board member.
* 39. In which Association were you a board member in the 2019-20 season?

* 40. Do you see the introduction of Pursuit of Excellence as a threat to current stand-alone AA clubs?

41. Please indicate how challenging you anticipate the following tasks will be as an administrator with the
introduction of Pursuit of Excellence:
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* 42. Would your local association be willing to work with other local associations to form Classic Ringette
teams after the introduction of Pursuit of Excellence?

A LL S TAKEHOLDER Q UESTIONS
The final section of the survey asks you provide any additional comments about the proposals for the Pursuit
of Excellence in Alberta beyond 2019-2020.
* 43. For the 2020-21 season, only the following changes are proposed for U14, U16, and U19:
mandatory standardized fitness assessments; a review of
each team’s yearly training plan; teams at AA and A being
subjected to retiering if results warrant it.
To what extend do you agree/disagree that this is a reasonable first step in the transition?

* 44. The first season proposed for U14 changes to take effect is 2021-22 when second-year U14AAs will
continue on in the program as it looks today and first year U14s may enroll in an Introduction to Excellence
Program. Do you support this timeline for implementation?
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* 45. In order to provide players at different stages of their development with access to play with similarly
skilled athletes it is proposed that the Pursuit of Excellence would have tiering (AA, A) within the program. To
what extent do you agree with this proposal?

46. To what extent do you agree that an athlete's enrollment in the Pursuit of Excellence program should be
(at least partially) dependent on their meeting a minimum threshold of performance

* 47. In order to ensure similar programming opportunities in Alberta's two major population centres, one
Centre of Excellence hub is proposed for each of greater Edmonton and greater Calgary, both with multiple
teams and appropriate tiering. To what extent do you agree with this proposal?

* 48. It is proposed that, initially, the central, northern, and southern regions of Alberta be served by satellite
programs from either the Edmonton or Calgary Centres of Excellence. To what extent do you agree or
disagree with this proposal?

49. Please provide any additional comments or suggestions regarding the Pursuit of Excellence initiative
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APPENDIX 2 – QUESTION RESPONSES
OVERALL

Q2 Have you read Ringette Alberta's draft Pursuit of Excellence
Implementation Plan document (available here)?

ANSWER CHOICES
Completely
Skimmed it
Not at all

RESPONSES
27.25%

203

44.70%

333

28.05%

209

TOTAL

745
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
It seemed to jump all over the place and was somewhat difficult to follow with the links going to the
wrong spot (i.e. section 3 link to appendix B should have been page 15, not Appendix D). When
jumping back and forth trying to follow all the background information - it consistently took me back
to the first cover page of the document).
I agree with the intent of the plan, but the success will depend on how well it is implemented.
I am very interested in seeing this program in action! It looks positive and beneficial to willing athletes!

I wasn’t aware such a document or strategy existed
Already not happy about the 20% jump in fees (projected)
I read it several times as I felt it was very wordy with no real answers
many gaps in the document, several broad motherhood statements with no supporting evidence.
Biggest question is why is Ringette so unique that it requires a structure (proposed centre of
excellence) different than most other team sports for the high-performance athletes?
Very long and detailed
My daughter is entering her 3rd year of U19, so I have not committed myself to reading the entire
document
Not a fan, your talking about too much time in and cost for parents and athletes that just want to have
fun and play at a high level. Families should enjoying their summer not thinking about ringette. Kids
have huge school studies and play other sports going way farther than ringette ever will . Quit
screwing with ringette and develope some coaches that actually know what their doing and how to
practise. I been watching this game for years now, and haven’t seen a coach yet that impressed me
and I have watched two daughters play. You give me a choice to pick talent, with seeing their ability,
drive, strength, Size, game sense and willingness to compete and I’d kick your program all day. I
watched enough coaches try to do fundamentals with no game like theory in girls minds what so ever.
Unbelievable... I sure hope parents aren’t going 7 days a week with this or costing them a fortune to
play. What ever happen to playing for fun at the highest level. Bloody hell. Someone always trying to
make it perfect. Well when players get a scholarship or paid to play count me in til then leave it alone.

I am still not clear on what/how this works. Is it like "Club" ringette?
30 pages is a lot to digest during a survey.
Not interested in AA so haven't paid much attention.
Just read the plan. It is a great idea!!
Garbage
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Q3 How clear are you on the difference between the following terms?

Not at all clear

Not so clear

Somewhat clear

Very clear

Extremely clear
NOT AT ALL
CLEAR

NOT SO
CLEAR

'Talent Identification' versus
'Talent Development'

8.05%
60

8.99% 67

'Tier' versus 'Program'

8.59%
64

13.02% 97

SOMEWHAT
CLEAR

VERY
CLEAR

EXTREMELY
CLEAR

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

43.89%
327

33.02%
246

6.04%
45

745

3.20

39.19%
292

33.83%
252

5.37%
40

745

3.14
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Understanding that the example was just some numbers, but would have been good to see how this
relates to this year. In Calgary - there were 3 teams made, not 15 girls "included" (numbers were 45)
and seemed equitable to provide appropriate development, but most importantly feeling of inclusion
on a team right from the outset. If they are going to be organized into programs - then the pursiut of
excellence still indicated this would be put into tiers, where necessary (page 6). Talent Development is
a baseline of readiness and commitment to doing work: not sure how this differs from AA program
today?
Clear but i dont believe they are appropriate for the size of sport
Depends how this is executed and the coach philosophies associated to both concepts
This was one of the areas I feel the info was vague.
There is still to be some minimum threshold and it is not clear what that looks like. There is also still
tiering which is also somewhat "identification" but I understand the idea is to give more athletes the
opportunity to develop and be identified as the higher teir.
I think the other aspect of this document, is that there is so much assumption that things being done
in ringette are wrong and/or are contrary to other sports, this simply isn't true. The Talent ID vs
Development, is one of the motherhood statements in the document - what criteria are you going to
use to assess kids? It still comes down to the same boiler plate of quantified and subjective criteria. I
think by in large, collaborative and transparent associations that instill these qualities in their coaching
culture strive to achieve the focus on development.
Policy has limited discussion of Open level players. Gap and time/resource commitment for an adult
player aspiring to make the limited selection of regional based NRL teams is significant. Not sure how
the competitive "house league" of CORA in Southern AB & NAWRA in Greater Edmonton region are
equipped to accommodate NRL development. The NRL is an entity onto it's own with limited
interaction with either CORA or NAWRA
The terms of out of context since I have not thoroughly read the document
You still have to have talent to be in a program. You don’t find Conor McDavid in a program you see it
on the ice in front of you.
I'm clear on the differences, but you might want to add clear definitions of each term within the
implementation document, those are absent. Document does explain the difference between the 2
terms though. Document does do a better job defining and explaining Tier vs Program.
The how this happens is unclear
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COACHES

Q8 With which Association was the team registered with in the 201920 season?
Answered: 190

ANSWER CHOICES
Airdrie
Beaumont
Black Gold Rush
Bow View
Calgary AA
Calgary East
Calgary Northwest
Calgary Open (including Olds)
Central Alberta Sting
Central Alberta Wiggers Open
Cochrane
Drayton Valley
Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues Ringette Association
Edmonton Ringette Club
Foothills
Fort McMurray
Fort Saskatchewan
Hinton

Skipped: 25

RESPONSES
3.68%

7

2.63%

5

1.58%

3

10.00%

19

10.00%

19

0.00%

0

11.05%

21

1.05%

2

0.53%

1

0.00%

0

1.58%

3

0.00%

0

1.58%

3

3.68%

7

0.00%

0

1.05%

2

0.53%

1

1.05%

2
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Hussar
Indus
Lacombe
Leduc
Lethbridge
Medicine Hat
Mighty Peace Ringette
Northern Alberta Women’s Ringette Association
Peace Country Ringette (Grande Prairie)
Pembina
Red Deer
Ringette Calgary
Riviere Qui Barre Open
Rockyford

0.00%

0

0.53%

1

2.63%

5

1.58%

3

1.05%

2

2.11%

4

0.00%

0

0.53%

1

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

1.58%

3

0.53%

1

0.00%

0

1.05%

2

Sherwood Park

11.05%

21

South Calgary

8.42%

16

7.37%

14

5.79%

11

3.16%

6

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

2.63%

5

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

Spruce Grove
St. Albert
Strathmore
University Ringette
Women’s Ringette Association of Calgary
Zone 2 AA
Zone 5 AA
Other (not listed)
TOTAL

190
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Q9 In which division did you coach in 2019-2020 season?

ANSWER CHOICES
U12
U14
U16
U19
Open
Other (NA)
TOTAL

RESPONSES
27.89%

53

32.63%

62

23.68%

45

12.11%

23

3.16%

6

0.53%

1
190
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Q10 At which level did the team play that you coached in the 20192020 season?

ANSWER CHOICES
AA
A
B
Other (please specify)
TOTAL

RESPONSES
25.26%

48

36.32%

69

31.58%

60

6.84%

13
190

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
C
I’m a parent
C
We started as a C team and were moved to B at the halfway point
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C
NRL
C
However, we should not have been B, we should have been C.
C
Started as B got moved up to a lower A division
We were tired down to c
C
C
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Q11 How supportive are you of the introduction of the Pursuit of
Excellence program?

Not at all supportive
Very supportive
NOT AT ALL SUPPORTIVE

8.95% 17

NOT SO
SUPPORTIVE
18.42% 35

Not so supportive

Somewhat supportive

Extremely supportive

SOMEWHAT SUPPORTIVE

44.21% 84

VERY
SUPPORTIVE
23.16% 44

Extremely Supportive

5.28% 10
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
I am having a tough time disseminating how this currently differs from the AA program in
an overall view and not sure of the need to change very much. A comment made was AA
does not satisfy RC requirements to enter high performance programs, but the AA program
offered a number of extremely positive things for our team and individual development ie.
coach
meetings, regular customized individual player feedback, parent updates, team mentoring
with U19AA team (our ‘sister’ team), journaling and sharing, appropriate practice to game
time (including a number of full ice practices with small area customized work for
individuals or small groups AND overall team strategy), social aspects, team building
(including retreat), fundraising functions, tournaments (phenomenal out of town/province
experiences), nutritional training, regular mental training sessions, dryland, and great
coaching (including a host of role model junior coaches). The perception of "more
resources...vs non-AA teams" holds true and was a big part of the reason why my daughter
worked so hard to get into AA vs association (or "classic" as it appears to be defined). With
that came the understandable requirement for more time and $, but really felt that we got
our money worth. Not sure how the PoE program can offer the same experiences for less
money unless there is less resources or ice time. We were still able to balance school, other
sports thru school, and I can assure you that my daughter and our team came out much
further ahead before the abrupt end to this season vs the start of the year. It was great
getting to become a tight knit group right from the outset at the beginning of Sep and
playing thru (what should have been) the end of Mar. If the PoE program is structured like
our experience with AA this year – then I am fully supportive!
not that clear on what was different
My support may increase if I had done more than skimmed the implementation plan
To be clear, I did only skim and have minimal conversations about this.
I would like to know more about how it will affect athletes in smaller more geographically
challenged associations?
Again I am a parent
I read it...do not understand it
I think at this age the athlete are old enough to make the decision to play at AA or
community A
But keep the evaluators neutral. In our association, the board members do the evaluations
and a bunch of them cheat to get their daughters on the higher team.
In our second daughter's first year in U14, she played U14AA and the expectation that she
specialize only in ringette at the age of 12 years, seems inappropriate. She is in her first
year of junior high and loves to play all sports. This is still a huge time at 12 and 13 years of
physical growth and development and it does seem too early to be specializing in only one
sport. I do like the idea that you have with having the girls play on their classic team but to
be given further development opportunities through the season.
After reading the proposal I feel better informed about the program and how it will ideally
role out. I think you will need a number of very dedicated volunteers to make this a success.
My first thought is since we have such a small association; it would be difficult to run two
programs with our limited number of athletes.
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meh
Seems overly complicated.
I am supportive of the aspects of standardizing and improving the Daily Training
Environment for all athletes, but there are still some things about the proposed plan for
PoE that I am unsure of. I'm not sure that splitting this into a separate context from
"Classic" is the right way to go for now, or if we shouldn't just try and improve the Daily
Training Environment for all as much as we can?
I find this program deficit of truly caring about children’s well being.
I don't see where the Classic program was failing the driven athletes. There is a lot that is unexplained or up in the air depending
on where the "Centres of Excellence" are. Extra driving is not what a lot of families are looking for. Ringette is
known for a lot of out of town games this program seems like it will be adding more travel. Is that included in the extra 20% cost? I'm
guessing no.
It would depend on whether the Calgary AA program was still available to athletes who choose that
route. The AA program is something in which a lot of girls strive for from a young age and I don’t
believe in removing that from them
It is still too vague at this point.... Needs numbers
Don’t understand why AA in Calgary is being changed when it is a program that is working and
providing the level of training, development and competition being asked for by participants
I am far more supportive of the Flex program. We have several girls who will leave the support this
summer if only Classic is available.
I have many questions about the objectives, on one hand it seems that you are trying to provide more
opportunities for kids to develop and become a high performance athlete, while on the other hand
there will be only one centre per region (whatever that means) and there will only be so many spots
for athletes in these centres, given they are regional does that not mean fewer opportunities for
athletes to participate? I am all for development through access to opportunities, it works in the
business/corporate world and it works in sports. Unless I'm missing something, it seems to me that
there are now fewer opportunities for athletes through the Pursuit of Excellence. If I'm wrong, then
clearer objectives and examples need to be laid out in the document.
The NRL program is an elite, niche program which requires considerable resources (travel costs and
time) for participants. Most adult players that are accommodated through CORA and NAWRA leagues
are not aspiring to be National Level players. Furthermore, without Winter Olympic status the NRL
and by extension the Canadian National Ringette team have limited high level global competition to
aspire to advance to.
I have not had a real chance to look at the program and try to understand it’s intent as of yet
I do not fully understand what is being offered. It sounds like development to supplement your
individual development but not in a team setting?
I would love to see this model implemented for all of our zones tryouts rather than what we have
seen for team pooling based on time trials
If implemented correctly I think the focus on development of top end talent is a great idea.
I have concerns about rural implementation
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Unclear of the additional cost
If it is supplemental and doesn't force 12/13 kids to leave their association in full
Cost could be a problem. Nova Scotia has this program but the cost is quite low compared to Albertas
AA program.
Seems like a good idea in theory but I don’t think it will be practical at all to administer and have
concerns that instead of increasing enrollment that this program together with the 1/2 ice initiative in
U10 will do precisely the opposite. In my opinion those athletes who want to be playing at the
competitive level emerge early and although the current system is not perfect by any stretch it does
generally reveal who should be playing at what level. Having the opt into to play at the Competitive
Level is good but doesn’t predicate that the athlete will be successful or not in doing so.
For concern around fewer players in the association, greater skills gaps, greater gaps in skills from one
association to another... all leading to less enjoyment for every player and every coach. I've
experienced 14B when there was no 14C - it was awful.
Somewhat supportive of the concept, not at all supportive of the practicality of its application.
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Q12 What additional support (if any) would you like to see provided
for you to be a better coach?
Answered: 134

Skipped: 81
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RESPONSES
Less requirements for rec level coaches.
More association level support.
Love the idea mentioned that mental performance education for coaches would be part of this. We
got so much from our regular sessions that we attended with the girls this year, learning from our
mental training coach and ensuring we were all talking the same ‘language’. Plus I felt that having
some junior coaches contributed greatly to the success our team enjoyed this year great mentoring,
modelling, behavior, and learning from everyone - certainly about more than just winning...this is
something that should be duplicated, they contributed greatly to many of the drills and strategies we
implemented this year and I feel we all learned so much from them! Lastly hockey does an admirable
job from the "safety" side of things and implementing some type of refresher course for treating
injuries, particularly concussions, would be a good idea.
I don't really need any. I've been coaching for 7 years. I have a pretty good support network.
More coaching sessions with higher level coach mentors. We had Lorrie Horne run some in class and
on ice sessions for coaches and I learned so much from these.
Feel Ringette Alberta supports all coaches.
Affiliation policy and use of affiliation players to help support programs at ALL levels.
Support of tactics if required during the year from a previously knowledgeable coach at the higher
coaching level.
additional training mental and off ice
South Calgary has no requirements what so ever to be a coach.Coaches needto be interviewed t see
there experience
All Head coaches should be certified. No matter what level. It makes sure there is consistency &
accountability for all players who make different teams each year. Not all assistant coaches need to
be though.
I feel there is already plenty of resources available.
More suggestions for drills, plays, etc Mentorship based support
Mentoring
More division-specific coaching resources. I took the CI course and although it was excellent, I would
have liked the instructor to be more versed in our age-group (she showed us lots of video/examples
of NRL situations, which was very appropriate and helpful in knowing what the final product should
look like, but to be given some sort of feedback that our athletes are at the proper stage now would
have been valuable as well). I also would have liked it more if the facilitator could have provided more
insight into how you work on team tactics with a team that has a huge skill gap as ours did. It's hard to
implement team plays when we have players who are brand new to the sport, or only have one year
previous experience, playing with players who have been playing since they were 5yrs old and are
highly motivated to develop themselves.
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N/A
N/a
Not sure
better/any clear explanation of program changes, specifically provincials and playdown scheduling

Better tiering of teams, very wide variety of skill level in A, and more time spent developing the
bottom skilled players trying to help them keep up with the top level A players. Top level A players
were done a dis-service in my opinion
I would like to see more information on game tactics and practice plans or electronic planning tools
Some kind of development plan stating what high performance programs (CWG, Jr National)
are looking to be taught to AA athletes. I want to make sure that should my athletes want to pursue
these pathways, that I’ve given them the tools and skills they need to get there.
Having more girls who have played ringette coach, and not dad's with hockey experience and big egos
coaching.
The Coach development modules are not sport related. I think it is important to go beyond the sport
of ringette to share ideas, more specific ringette implementation of ideas is ideal. Having the higher
levels give pointers on what they are looking for in athletes and how we as coaches an develop those
skills
Not sure how these programs will be able to be developed in smaller associations- Rockyford, even
Strathmore. Even if we are able to put a program together, our athletes will not be equal or be given
equal opportunities compared to bigger Centers like Calgary and Edmonton. Our current U12A team
had a huge range of skilled players and that was just to make a team in a small town

Since I never played, I would like more tactical help. Types of plays/systems.
As it relates to pursuit of excellence, it would be helpful to have tools that promote
understanding of player expectations (skills and attributes) at the national level. Also be helpful to
have tools for consistency in assessing athletes (talent ID?)
a more structured curriculum. ex: there's a huge variety of opinions in the emphasis on skating and
skills versus game play in practice.
Clinics with higher end coaches.. get new perspective
Availability of weekly drills. AS a parent volunteer that has no background in the sport it would be nice
to see some different drills.
Maybe a mentor ship
If I was to coach U14AA next year, I would just want to have a very clear understanding of what the
goals of the program are, and what RAB's expectations are of me as a head coach.
I like the idea of a 'curriculum' or more streamlined approach to coaching and to what players are
learning/mastering at each level.
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Understanding of how much the girls can be pushed. Tools for dealing with lack of inclusion on a team

I am very fortunate to have a great Zone and support structure. People are very willing to provide
advice in this sport if it is required.
I would like to see a coaching tutorial that shows the concepts that should be coach at each age
bracket.
I have all the resources I need
Coach Mentoring workshops
More Lorrie Horne style training on tactics and the overall game
Additional short webinars, updates, etc. Have to be bite sized as inundated with info both
professionally & personally
Coaching development resources
more on line material....practice plans, tactics
Basecamp has been great.
None
Access to equal representation in Ringette Alberta
The program seems unnecessary. The system already works.
More coaching clinics. Class room with senior coaches
Extra tools to incent u19bs to show up for more than just games
Mentoring
I feel very supported as a coach with my association
More accessible coach training in a more reasonable time frame.
A better understanding of what skills are needed to play at U12A level. This would help with practice
planning.
A strong mentorship program would help.
Better access to coaching clinics/competition development modules
I’m happy with my access to high level coaches for questions
The coach review was very good. Would be effective to do that more often
I feel that a lot of coaches coach to win and don’t coach to develop. I also find that a lot of coaches
coach to what others are coaching and not necessarily what is natural progression and what is feasible
for the skill level on your team. I’d like to see more strict guidelines for coaches
more access to coaching resource materials
I have enjoyed the courses that Ringette Alberta has organized. I feel like they are really meeting our
needs to develop
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more access to reference materials/drills
Mentor ship from more experienced coaches.
N/a
Better drills, mental training
Any available course. As they were getting cancelled.
As a hockey player, I'd really like to see mini coaching clinics on game play and strategy specific to
Ringette.
For one, most opportunities and development are self-driven. Ringette Canada is by in large absent
from coach development, and opportunities for Competitive Modules are too few, and too intrusive
for coaches to access based on other life demands. My development has largely come through the
school of hard knocks, my own mindset and desire to improve, and a collaborative coaching culture.
I've been coaching for 17 years, and have coached all age groups and levels.
At higher levels (AA) I'd like to see parent of player coaches removed and have it strickly a paid position.

I think the players should be tiered accordingly instead of mixing up the players to have 2 lower tiered
teams.
Honestly, I think the current level of support is great.
RAB has not been able to effectively communicate or offer coach development courses for this
2019/20 season. To my knowledge there were 33 coaches who were not able to meet the needed CI
module certification that was needed prior to nationals. There were also coaches who required to
have evaluators from other cities (or provinces???) come to conduct their CI certification; which I
believe is a very poor use of resources from RAB. I am hoping that RAB can offer fundamental coach
development opportunities (multiple CI modules offered and not cancelled with short notice,
appropriate evaluators and instructors for these coach development opportunities, online module
certification options, etc.) to meet the required needs prior to introducing a new system of Excellence
Ringette that will likely require an incredible amount of extra time and resources to promote coach
development and education in the new environment.
Additional training options for off ice training, mental development, and use of statistics
Players are going through emotional issues and it would be great to have information to support them
this way also.
Minimal. By Open level most players 'know the drill'. There is limited practices held due to cost
for adult ice time and the increasing complexities of adult player's lives (jobs, post secondary studies,
starting families etc.) The primary goal of the CORA League is to provide socialization and low-mid
level of fitness to continue playing a game these female players chose to pursue as youth players. If
the players were not top of the U19AA class they are unlikely to aspire to be NRL players.
More AA or higher drills and practice plans
More resources for coaches. How to deal with the group mental game.
Enforcement of UAA executed drills if these are being used to select and tier individual associations
players
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More resources made available by associations
more support in general, i would like to see an designated personal to contact for different practice
drills and plays that are specific to the team or division
Clear programming for coaches, stronger more organized administration, larger coaching group and
experienced instructors
Coach mentoring programs
Teams should be better matched with teams of similar skill level.
Overall satisfied with the support
Who is applying to be a Centre? How will costs vary? How will this be monitored? In other sports
when I hear about POE or club models, it seems to be the parents navigate to coaches and some cost
more than others.
Be able to talk with higher level coaches and be able to introduce them at the level I might coach.
Always like the one one learning about new ideas.
at the U16 to U 19 levels availability to talk with national coaches on strategies and game films
E-Learning Webinars, coaching or development seminars throughout season. It would be nice to here
input from past/present players and coaches as you can always pick up knowledge from these
discussions. As I am a male possibly more knowledge of coaching females in sport. I coach both and
yes there is a difference!
Tools to train all players under the same development process.
.
We are volunteers - we watch all the kids but mostly our own. To ask us to ensure each kid is getting
enough attention to meet the goals of this new system are impossible - we would need a coach to kid
ration of 1 to 2.
n/a
easier access to more local resources such as higher level coaches
More online resources for practices, collaboration between coaches in different organizations
More sharing of resources, be it access to new drills or ability to discuss tactics with other experienced
coaches.
Association Wide Coaching direction and as much as many many not agree... the coaching course
could include a day of direct/hands on training.
I would love a mentor coach or a matrix to get girls from skill a1 to skill a3. I am new to the sport and
have coached 3 years learning as I went and I feel stronger coaching builds skilled players. Also A
system that helped coaches pool girls first into classic, competitive , and rec and then pool zone wide
to get the numbers to fill a team would help girls to compete at the same level to build game sence.
A mentorship program. I would like to have many of the coaches done on line or through webcasts. It
is difficult to attend coaching sessions when they are only offered in Edmonton and Calgary.

More coaching clinics from experienced coaches
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More online development that can be completed as it fits in to schedule.
I enjoyed to coaching clinic this year it was helpful.
I would love a camera person to help me make you tube videos and video players for feedback to them.

Similar to What hockey and soccer do. Compensate or reduce the coaches child registration fees.
Development for Coaching is great. No issues there
More access to ringette specific drills to work on specific techniques or game play strategies
Better identification and commitment of coaching staff before the season begins
I don’t need any support
More information- that is beyond concepts. A document that I can use with parents.
Goalie specific training.
Player development stream plans
More training made available to be completed at home online.
System drills
Coach Development is essential to enhancing the sport of ringette. Spra is working towards this within
our own organization
For other associations to chill out (i.e. bringing in AA boy goalies for Golden Ring that haven't played a
game all season).
Protection from parents
Open communication between coaches and Ringette Alberta
Assistance with specific offence strategies and how to train in practice (drills)
Webinars
Coaching clinics or webinars to learn more about specific drills for skills
Rab is doing a good job adding resources for coaches. Would like to see more leadership for coaches.
Teaching for coaches. The x and o's for me is easy to understand. Getting my athlete to understand
like i do is tough. Resources on how these kids tick. What make them excited, sad etc. How to build
relationships with the kids also.
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I play in the OPEN A division. From my personal experience growing up with both the community and
AA programs I feel we all end up in the “wash up league” known as Open. I love Ringette and what it
still offers me at the age of over 40. I would like us to grow our sport in the communities we live in.
This is where you can support us as coaches by building stronger communities of Ringette.

The ability for the head coach to select their own coaching staff.
Rather than foisting this program across RAB and other provincial associations there should be an
increased focus placed on providing quality coaching resources and mentoring from both a provincial
and local level to constantly improve coaching.
More interaction with other coaches
can't think of any at the moment
Overall everything went well. Had experienced coaches who played ringette
Coach training at beginning of season to share practice plan ideas
Coaching clinics other than the CSI / CI offered.
Coaching clinics, similar to Hockey Alberta, they provide free coaching clinic for goalie's, defence,
forwards.
Peer coaching from with in the association and leagues.

The online videos/information from RAB was great this year. Would like to see more of that
Drills/practice plans, more specifics in terms of choosing captains effectively, leading teenage girls
effectively
More opportunities for higher level coaching and playing opportunities.
More goalie resources.
Need to have better mentor coaches Director of coaching for RA is not Over supportive or organized

I think offering ringette fee discounts if you volunteer would promote more supports.
On ice support
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Q13 Once the Pursuit of Excellence program is operational, in which
program would you prefer to coach?

RESPONSES
22.11%

42

21.58%

41

42.11%

80

14.21%

27
190

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Provided I am still able to coach with my daughter on her regular PoE team.
I have competed at a higher level in sport as a youth versus my children's capabilities. Not ringette, but
understand the training required. Canada Games level both summer and winter athlete experience. I use
this experience for all levels I coach as they all deserved to be treated as top athletes if they want to put
the work in.
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I've coached for many years and I've had enough of the cheating by board members, big headed men
and the destruction of the teams by ringette alberta that I do not want to coach any more. Ringette
Alberta has destroyed the double A program by allowing all the big headed associations such as
Sherwood Park, St. Albert, etc. to form their own AA. It has made the program a joke...we cant compete
against other provinces!
I feel like the excellence is more buy in program.. not on talent.
As a small town we will not have enough players at the Excellence level
I always thought I would love to coach one day in AA. However, our experience this season has made me
unsure if this is really what I want to do anymore.
It would depend on where my daughter played.
Coaching is a volunteer position at this time. I feel like this program would require a lot of extra time and
paper work.
It really depends on where my daughter wants to play.
The disappointment I feel in Alberta ringette has resulted in me being unable to coach from an ethical
and moral perspective.
Unlikely my daughter's will play excellence
It would depend on what each program would look like. this is the part that is still very unclear. Not
enough concrete info
Not certain that we have the numbers in Lethbridge to support this
Also as a coach in Flex.
I will still coach where needed, I likely will continue to coach even when my daughters are done with
Association level ringette.
Please don't change a system that's working
Time commitment is also a factor
As per my comment in Q9. By the time players reach the Open division, it is less about coaching them
and more about providing organizational support to maintaining a functional team structure (i.e locating
ice to play on etc). Most Open teams don't even have regular coaches on the bench for their games.

Child will nost likely play there
No idea
Depends on what my daughter wants and where she is eligible
Luckily my daughter will be in her last year of U19 and we will probably quit ringette as school will come
first.
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Although if my daughter was interested in Excellence program I would support her there with that.

Depend on where my child wants to be.
Again, I believe I need more training to be a coach at that level. My game sense is not as strong as
people who have played this sport.
If I coach anything it would likely be assistant as I have two other children.
Work is busy not sure if I’ll have time.

I would love to coach at the highest level but do not necessarily believe in this excellence program yet

This is where my child will plsy
Info as in. Who will run these Poes? Are they for profit$? Or now profit like all oyjer rab associations?
Seems.to be a.ton.of work.for volunteers
Not sure if I can balance coaching with work
I would likely lean towards Excellence because I take a similar approach to evaluating and working one
on one with athletes concerning development areas. That said, I can’t truly commit to an answer with
the information presented at this time.
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Q43 For the 2020-21 season, only the following changes are proposed
for U14, U16, and U19: mandatory standardized fitness assessments; a
review of each team’s yearly training plan; teams at AA and A being
subjected to retiering if results warrant it. To what extend do you
agree/disagree that this is a reasonable first step in the transition?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY DISAGREE

DISAGREE

3.66%
6

10.37%
17

NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE

17.68%
29

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

56.10%
92

12.20%
20

TOTAL

164

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.63

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
• UAE is only a starting point and a part of the overall valuation. Having other assessments particularly
concrete objective (vs subjective) ones are a great idea. • Thought that 'training plans' for LTA
development were already standard. • Retiering should be about more than just simply a team’s
record - hockey has a process where the team must first request this and provide rationale (most often
to move down), but it should be a serious analysis for teams that are extremely dominant and may not
want to move up but should – clearly defined objectivity vs only subjectivity.
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I think the fitness assessments and teams yearly training plan reviews are a little excessive. Retiering is
a good idea.
Not sure how the retiering works, but am interested as my son's (10 year old) hockey (3 on 3) moves
him around so that he is always competitive to his level of play. They are one big team versus many
core teams as well. They treat it as being traded.
Our association doesn’t have more than 1 team at any age level. We are only submitting 1 team at AA
so it shouldn’t really effect us.
As long as we are provided with the appropriate paperwork which is standard and that there is no cost
attached.
Fitness assessments? Who reviews the training plan? Are the training plans modified?
Sounds like over kill. Let the the kids play and have fun. Quit trying to reinvent the game.
It's OK as a first step. I think standardized fitness tests are only of minor value, and a review of the
Training Plan is fine, but needs to be done by someone with a good knowledge/experience in our
sport. Teams subject to re tiering was something I thought was already in the policies?
Constantly focusing only on the potential athletes disregards the majority of those individuals who
deserve adults who care.
I am fine with retiering and a having a yearly training plan, but I don't agree with having to meet
fitness testing standards in order to be admitted to the program. It should only be used as an tool for
individual players to monitor their progress. At the excellence meeting in November, Tarah spoke to
the fact that it would be "unsafe" for players to be at a lower fitness level. If you are unfit, it is visible
in evaluations, as you wouldn't be able to keep up with the play, and be effective on the ice. The
biggest things that make players "unsafe" in ringette, are not being aware of your body, checking
recklessly, and not slowing down appropriately when entering a battle/scrum.

seems appropriate, I look forward to the fitness assessments, and a review of the yearly training plan.
Can we not have some direction from Ringette Canada on skill development, additional drills and
concepts, and strategy development. These tools by in large are absent, and with other sports I am
involved with or research (e.g., rugby, basketball and hockey), there are a plethora of resources
related to these aspects of coaching. I applaud RAB for at least starting a YouTube channel with very
basic drills/concepts, definitely a step in the right direction
Your forcing it in so have to agree
if adequate 'high level' AA teams cannot be formed they should be reverted and dispersed across the
A program. To date the pyramid formula of x number of AA teams based on numbers of an age
divisions A, B, & C teams invariably results in detrimental effects all the way down these community
tiers because AA talent level players are not sufficient to form the formulas # of AA teams

No is this going to be standardized and managed across various associations and how will this be
managed and enforced when RAB cannot even enforce it manage UAA assessments in a standardized
fashion across associations in the province. Association funds are already maxed out and trying to pay
and manage a level of a program being proposed is going to do nothing more than drive away the
commuting level program membership
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Fitness assessments for young girls??? I don't think that is needed.
Does this mean A teams could be bumped to B?
This program should be cancelled - ringette is not needing this added complication.

they should retier at B level too if possible
All teams should undertake those goals. C should be left for rec and learning players and classic
ringette should be coached and retired for compartive competition
I agree with the first 2 otherwise Stop interfering with the idea that some are better than others it’s
not because they aren’t as fit some players just don’t have game sense and that can not be taught
limited the number of teams and your players are where they should be
Fitness assessments will deter some girls
In regard to retiering- special consideration needs to be given to new teams/associations who are just
starting an A or AA program, they may need a year or 2 to start winning, it is important to let that
process happen. As well, B or C teams who are crushing other teams need to be considered to move
up a tier- this can be a big problem. Also, boys need to be tiered as well- if a team is taking a boy, he
needs to attend tryouts and be placed at the appropriate level- it is not fair to put a AA hockey goalie
on a B team.
I have no concerns with these changes and would expect they should be standard across RAB and
nationally in any event. Having a team declare as AA when they have a collective team of A players or
the converse shouldn’t dictate where they play. Rather there should be continuity in all aspects to
ensure a level playing field.
Fitness testing - okay. Training plan? That is a big picture item which changes over the season as
tournaments are accepted. There is not enough teams to tier from AA to A to B. Your association
teams will not be equal if teams are moved mid season.
Rather than a review of training plan, should that not start with training plan guidelines? Suggestions.
What would constitute retiering? What would the fitness test be used for?
We are a local organization with a minimum number of girls. Adding these requirements at the
A and below level is not necessary. These ça be done at the AA level
I believe the retiring of our B team up to A was a disappointment. We were challenged in our B tier
and proceeded to get stomped by being put into A. I think this was a bad idea.
I don’t believe there are enough subject matter experts in regards to the above fields for RA to oversee
this aspect
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Q44 The first season proposed for U14 changes to take effect is 202122 when second-year U14AAs will continue on in the program as it
looks today and first year U14s may enroll in an Introduction to
Excellence Program. Do you support this timeline for
implementation?

ANSWER CHOICES
The timeline is too slow
The timeline is about right
The timeline is too fast
I do not support this change regardless of timeline
TOTAL

RESPONSES
5.49%

9

61.59%

101

10.98%

18

21.95%

36
164
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Should this meet some of the criteria I listed prior with an understanding of some of the assumptions I
made as the overall package is not 100% clear to me.
I don't feel like I reviewed the information enough to give a true honest opinion especially since both
my daughter's will be past this age level in that season.
Only if guidelines are released very soon. Associations need time to plan and collaborate. With
volunteers running local associations, planning takes a lot longer.
Leaving U14 within the associations isn't going to give them the same consistency in coaching and
structure that they are currently receiving in the Calgary AA program.
it will be unfair to the second year U14 players who made AA on their own merit and skill
I feel it is very important that everything is organized and in place to transition properly. Don’t try to
put it through without being completely prepared and organized for the transition.
This should happen in this year starting this sept in my opinion. To dragged out, it leaves to much time
for people to discuss and complain.
I'm not sure how well this will work, having half the U14s following one system and the other half
doing something different? Would need to see more details on how this would work.
Otherwise I would be skeptical of how this plan will work in that transition year.
I do not agree with changing the current U14AA to something similar to the former U12AA program. I
believe that this will lose players to other sports, who are looking to play with players similar in skill
100% of the time, not just for some practices and tournaments.
It will be a little confusing for people in the second year. If you are going to change it just change it.

No opinion as I don’t have a player that this impacts
Questions about what do with first year U14AA players for the 2020-2021 season?
what about players in transition? How will this affect players who are going to be first U14AA players
in the 2020-2021 season?
seems like a lot of work has to be done by then, including clear objectives and rationale for this concept

Covid 19 may have a huge impact on these timelines. Additionally, information sharing at the
association level is limited, it will be difficult. However the current environment is difficult for athletes
especially as they hit the teenage years and females typically drop out of sport.
Change could be helpful if communicate well
If concerns from stakeholders are listened to prior to implementation.
If I choose to have my daughter play 14 A would she then play AA the next year as a second year 14
player?
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Absolutely disagree with this. You are now possibly splitting teams up.
Before the program timeline is implemented, elite ringette minds such as national and junior national
team coaches should be on board and should be actively promoting POE.

Q45 In order to provide players at different stages of their
development with access to play with similarly skilled athletes it is
proposed that the Pursuit of Excellence would have tiering (AA, A)
within the program. To what extent do you agree with this proposal?

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

6.10%
10

13.41%
22

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

19.51%
32

46.34%
76

STRONGLY
AGREE
14.63%
24

TOTAL

164

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.50
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Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Should you draw from a talent pool of fairly similar players, having equitably distributed multiple AA
teams is a good thing to have other 'like' teams to play regularly and foster competition. Regardless of
level (it that is Active Start of NRL), there are always going to be players that are the top ones and
players that fulfill a different role on the team because they have a different skill set. This continuum
is not a bad thing. Should a player not 'have what it takes' to make AA, one of life's important lessons
is that you should strive for the best but make the best of a situation should you not achieve your
goal. In this instance - AA should be the cream of the crop and tiering is an important component of
this. Just because a player wants to play in PoE doesn't mean they can...should they be a B or C player
- placing them on an A team with 'almost AA' players does not set them up for success. Currently I like
the existing model of association and AA because of all the ‘extra’ that the AA program brings, but if
PoE is offering this model to both a multiple team AA stream and an A team vein, then I could get
behind this (where the A teams would play association A teams). The criteria to evaluate this should
be clear and feedback should be given to girls who may not 'make the cut', but there should be a
certain level for girls to qualify.

It's the most important thing if you want to keep kids in ringette. playing with peers.
Always has been there, not sure what the actual question is.
strongly agree that girls should be playing with similarly skilled players
This is also difficult...I believe that BGL had a total of 2 A teams a the U19 level. Most players getting
cut from AA aren’t going to be able to play at an A level.
Again not sure how the tie ring of A will affect BV as it is now
I agree with tiering. But I also wonder then what the difference really is between Excellence and
Classic? A lot of classic teams already do many of the aspects being proposed in Excellence.
I don't think that POE "A" teams playing Classic "A" teams is going to go over well with those in Classic.

Why break up an association to do what is already being done? This will water down ringette without
question.
makes sense, again still don't understand the rationale for fewer centres rather than having standards
at the association level. So what tiers would be at the association level? Right now this seems to be
more elitist and the only parallel is the current state of minor hockey moving towards academies that
can only be afforded by the few
This just adds another layer of politics to be brought in during evaluation process.
I see both pros and cons to this plan, including inability of those in lower tiers to develop at a pace
needed to allow them to move up within the tiers.
AA selection should not solely be conducted by AA Associations, as they look out for their interests
first not necessarily the impact on the Community level (A-B) tiers.
Should be one highest level
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I would like all players to stay in their associations rather than going to AA. I feel the ringette
population is too small at the moment.
I agree with tiering but not this program
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
The teams at the higher level have few teams to play against and push themselves. This sounds
excellent
This is irrelevant for small clubs.
It depends on the number enrolled to support this
It appears that it would be costing 20% more for girls playing A than it does now under the current
format
being a player I really do not see a player with the skill level of A having the commitment for this

Not everyone can be equal so stop interfering with equal opportunity some players are better than
others and that’s ok!!
Competitive equity between teams makes the sport more fun for all involved, hope that this will help
solve some of this problem
Not sure I trust Calgary to tier fairly zone players
I don't think the sport is large enough to support that. In addition to this, playing teams that are
better than you builds character and helps you learn from them. Athletes play AA for the
competition- if they are getting beat all over the place they should be moved down to A, not
"retiered" so that they don't have to feel bad about losing. I don't think it makes sense, you might as
well start a AAA program instead. Most AA teams (and A teams) have quite a few players that can
compete with everyone else, just everyone on the team may not be at that level. It's not fair to the
majority of the players who want to play high level ringette to water down the competition so that
they can win games. Losing builds character, and can inspire athletes to train harder.

Keep the cost down
Very sad, this likely will take more players from the association, leading to greater skill gaps in the
classic. So disappointing.
Won’t have enough athletes to tied within the program. And who do you play?
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Q46 To what extent do you agree that an athlete's enrollment in the
Pursuit of Excellence program should be (at least partially) dependent
on their meeting a minimum threshold of performance

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

4.27%
7

2.44%
4

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

9.15%
15

53.05%
87

STRONGLY
AGREE
31.10%
51

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

164

4.04

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
See Q25 answer – above.
I feel it should be very dependent on meeting a high standard of minimum thresholds.
We have been plagued for a few years of kids that just want to play ringette, but not strive to be the
best they can be. They want more of the social aspect and have not yet developed the competitive
drive (if they ever do.) This has held my daughter back in many areas and has made her frustrated in
numerous occasions in trying to do her best and not having the support she would like. She is usually
in the bubble skates for A, but makes B. Her body type was a factor for awhile, but she has caught up
it seems which can also be a tough situation to deal with as a young adult.
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Not only performance, but overall attitude and motivation to be there. These areas should be
constantly under review once an athlete enters the program to maintain the integrity of the program

strongly agree that players should meet a certain criteria level of skill, fitness and commitment. But
most importantly a good teammate, coach able and a strong ambassador for excellence ringette.
Concerned how you objectively evaluate these attributes.
see previous comment.
AA already does this.
Still unclear what that threshold is and how it will be evaluated to determine a players mental aptitude
based on their age
I don’t have faith in the testing standards and feel limiting kids on this basis may do them a disservice. I
am ENTIRELY against the UAA testing process and it’s influence on anything to do with ringette.

I thought anyone could be developed in this program - why have a minimum?
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
But can not be based on a one day evaluation
They should be of A level skill or Higher. Would also help for scheduling at U14 level
They need the drive vs their parnets wanting them to play. How is that assessed?
They need to atleast have the potential to compete at a higher level, which can be difficult to
determine, so figuring out the thresholds will be a challenge.
They have to be athletes and good enough. the AA program is for committed athletes who will go to
the gym and put the work in to be the best, and have visible skill on the ice.
For ringette skills
This should be about growth and instilling a lifelong love of sport.
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Q47 In order to ensure similar programming opportunities in Alberta's
two major population centres, one Centre of Excellence hub is
proposed for each of greater Edmonton and greater Calgary, both with
multiple teams and appropriate tiering. To what extent do you agree
with this proposal?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

9.76%
16

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

15.85%
26

AGREE

19.51%
32

43.29%
71

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Need to think on how to have the surrounding associations to have the same access
See Q25 - above for part of the answer. Depending on number of girls interested and range of skill
level being comparable. It seemed that in U14 this year that AA in southern AB (Calgary, area) was
much stronger than AA in northern AB (Edmonton, area) and possibly should result in different
number of teams to qualify by tier.
Makes it very difficult for rural kids to participate!!
The only tough part here is will girls develop a sense of team if they are always in larger groups rather
than with their teammates.
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Don't have enough knowledge of the program to answer this honestly.
This would be difficult for athletes from Red Deer/Lacombe
Again...don’t get it
But this makes it difficult for talented players in the south, north and central alberta to be excluded
from the excellence programs. There are a lot of talent players that have come out of central AA
program like Kelsey Caine and the Bell sister who both play for WAM
Means more travel for us rural ringette players. This will decrease our numbers in these associations
and potentially become unable to sustain. I feel people will switch to other “club” sports that are in
their current towns
This is a tough one. So much historical politicking and challenges to overcome. Just being
honest....many will see visions of the old Zone 5 club and all the issues that came with it. There are
also local municipality issues to manage (some communities limit the percentage of athletes from
outside the local.community that can be on teams/use ice facilities, as an example). Not
insurmountable, but not simple. Questions will arise such as, who will choose coaches, travel distance
for team activities, what happens to the current AA teams (do they exist in Classic?)

This makes it very difficult for the athletes in the other areas of the province to participate.
How are you going to only accommodate 60 players from all surrounding areas around the core cities?

Association outside of these centres will be accommodated?
Not all ringette players live in Edmonton or Calgary, what about rural associations?
Anyone should be able to have a centre of excellence if they meet ringette Canada criteria
In the north it might be a hard contraction of “program” providers. Could you have say 2? One that
offers A programming and one that offers AA? Or two that have both tiers but less teams?
Why limit it to just Calgary and Edmonton? It seems a bit discriminatory against all of the other
Associations in the Province.
This will negatively impact players in Central Alberta, and other smaller communities that may want to
field AA teams.
I want my child to play in their home association. Driving is already a challenge.
you're now decreasing opportunities. Your model is focused largely on the Calgary and surrounding
area, clearly through more opportunities northern teams are closing the gap yet that is viewed as
diluting the talent pool - seems like the pursuit of excellence concept is speaking out of both sides of
the mouth. Frankly, for Calgary's population base they should have more AA programs. St Albert,
Spruce Grove and Sherwood Park have thriving ringette associations and have been able to
consistently be competitive despite small population bases to support those associations.
Once again this just adds to more politics during these evaluations and the selection of coaches. Calgary and Edmonton are
already strong programs in the country without trying to create stacked teams. This sport unfortunately has no "future" on
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the big scale. All paths lead to beer league. While there is potential to play for team Canada at world championship there
are
only 2 teams at the event. There is no money in competition or from government so taking the "social"
aspect of creating friendships away is absurd.
Leave the zone AA programs as is and do not change the current way of working. These hubs appear to
only support the larger cities and will kill the smaller associations and rural programs
Should be two in each area, especially Calgary
Still unclear who operates this and how? Will two be enough? How will travel work compared to
current AA programs?
Grew up playing hockey in a small town - ringette is hard to develop in small towns and this makes it
even more difficult - we are trying to grow in the two major cities and no where else.
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
What about Central Alberta players?
Get more players playing at their coach-ability levels and free up community teams for accurate tried
playing levels
I feel like you are totally ignoring the different yet impactful resources we have in rural places. I think
this will make your program only available to urban players. Why do the programs have to look the
dame everywhere? We have different realities here and I am getting tired of being overlooked.
This can result in players that are in remote locations not being able to participate fully in the pursuit
of ecellence program. If a large number of players move to the Pursuit of exellance program from
smaller associations which are close to Calgary/Edmonton it could have a significantly inpact on the
assocation size and viability Ie it would be diappoitning for smaller assocations to lose their A teams

Still have red deer spruce grove and at Albert in there own. Won’t be balanced.
Edmonton’s current level of AA play is far below Calgary with one U14AA team not being competitive
with all 3 Calgary teams
What about all the athlete is small hubs. Where do they fit in. As of now many central alberta players
are on nrl teams. Where do they play now
Think current program has too many AA teams and the loss of players from small associations has
caused our teams difficulty to be competitive in past seasons
The main problem with the current AA program is that the edmonton area does not have the same
ringette population as the calgary area, but each association is trying to make its own team. -if
sherwood park and NARC/Zone 5 would not make a team, the more skilled players would go to other
AA programs, and the others could play A. There needs to be a certain skill requirement for each
association wanting to form a AA team, so that they aren't significantly worse than everyone else and
water down the A and B programs. For example- Calgary and Zone 2 have a massive ringette
population, and the addition of their AA teams has not resulted in Calgary/Zone 2 losing skill or
becoming worse, and has not impacted the A and B levels.
Calgary and Zone 2 are competitive at all levels, which means the balance of teams is right.
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This will result in considerable travel from St. Albert, Leduc, Spruce Grove and Sherwood Park and if
not done properly will drive players away rather than increasing enrollment. The premise that only
two hubs should be created and that they should be based in Edmonton or Calgary does a disservice
to the many strong associations outside of Edmonton that currently perform at a high level
Very sad. Once again this is spreading out the skills creating larger skill gaps within teams and from
one association to the next, this decreases everyones enjoyment, increasing dropout rates.

Grassroots ringette is the key to program development. Taking elite level ringette out of communities
does not give younger athletes role models and doesn’t build capacity with local association coaching,
and sport development.

Q48 It is proposed that, initially, the central, northern, and southern
regions of Alberta be served by satellite programs from either either the
Edmonton or Calgary Centres of Excellence. To what extent do you agree
or disagree with this proposal?

STRONGLY DISAGREE

8.54%
14

DISAGREE

16.46%
27

NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE

31.71%
52

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

37.20%
61

6.10%
10

TOTAL

164

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.16
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
I assume this is not to mean that they would amalgamate with Edmonton or Calgary, but still have
their own program - likely with just fewer numbers of participants. It’s important to have some
consistency, but not at the detriment of excluding great players – they may have to form teams from a
variety of geographical areas (like Zone 2 currently does) in order to get competitive teams without
forcing AA players to dominate in an A league.
Needs to be in both Calgary and Edmonton
Don't have enough knowledge of the program to answer this honestly.
I think we will lose Central athletes just as a result of the logistical challenges
Seems rather complicated. The current system already works.
What about rural associations
Not sure how this would work???
Sending this out during a pandemic illustrates the insensitivity that is generally displayed of Ringette
Alberta which is quite disgusting.
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Ringette is a team sport, I don't think that satellite programs will be meaningful to certain individuals
from different communities. If they were to come join the two main centres occasionally, they
wouldn't be able to bond and connect with the players within those centres as well as if they were a
full time member of a true team.
They should have there own centers
Agree, hoping that there will be adequate financial, volunteer, in RAB involvement resources to make
this successful.
could be problematic for athletes at the Southern (i.e Med Hat, Lethbridge) & Northern (Fort
McMurray).
From what I have seen in competitions and feedback, I would expect some regions can support their
own program. How much more travel would this entail?
Access must be as equitable as possible.
Need this or ringette will be only played in two cities and it will die off.
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
the only way to start and then grow it outwards if demand exists
Far away centers do not pool well against Calgary teams and they should be offered to play at an
excellence level.
I anticipate the expectation will be even more travel for the rural kids.
I would questoin the equality of training at the satellite sites
Again, Edmonton ringette is not on par with Calgary yet the surrounding areas of St Albert and
Sherwood Park, Spruce Grove May have development level talent.
What teams would they play on. Is the biggestbquestion
People want to play for their association. Zone 2 doesn't want to drive from Cochrane to SW Calgary
for 1 hour long practice, and the same thing for the edmonton area. Let the associations that are
capable of forming competitive AA teams form them, and cut the AA teams that don't preform well
consistently. Again, Zone 5/NARC and sherwood park are consistently bottom of the pack, the skilled
players on those teams will be able to play in Edmonton or St. Albert, and the others can go to A in
their own association.
As per above.
Red Deer needs a center
Again, building and development requires a grassroots commitment, not development as guided from
outside centres.
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Q49 Please provide any additional comments or suggestions
regarding the Pursuit of Excellence initiative
Answered: 52

Skipped: 163

RESPONSES
I think the questions seem to lead me to a better understanding of how the 30 page document was
put together and what the PoE program is going to look like, but I don’t want to assume and I’m still
not 100% certain that I follow the entire flow, including what to expect. Maybe once some of the
criteria are defined and unknowns are determined, this would help clear it up for me. One of the
biggest things that cause this confusion is the comment on page 5 about “Much of today’s AA ringette
programming is not satisfying Ringette Canada requirements for athletes to enter its High
Performance programs”. Alberta currently seems to have a fairly strong program at most levels in the
West – albeit my experience is not as vast, only being in year 1 of U14. Based on some of my previous
comments, the AA program has been almost exceptional, in my opinion. Given that AB seems to have
some fairly strong team performances by comparison to other provinces, I am not sure why the PoE
program is not being implemented as a test first in some of the provinces like BC, SK, or MB. It’s not
to mean that AB should be complacent and not change, but this seems to be a departure, particularly
from a AA program that (from what I have experienced) is quite good.

I'll be honest. I should have re-read the correspondance on the program before answering the
questions. Hopefully my answers helped.
Simply put, I don’t like it or agree with the proposal. I read the entire proposal, write several
comments as u read through it. Too many to go over in this survey.
I feel that we need more details of minimum standards to which girls are accepted into the program. If
the standards are too low than you would have athletes that normally play B or C integrated into
teams that have higher calibre athletes which makes it difficult to become a competitive team and to
learn at the same pace as teams that are paired with similar quality athletes.

I do not have anything to add at the moment
If an athlete is offered a spot in the program and lives in Fort McMurray (or any other area outside of
the Greater Edm of Greater Calg areas), please consider scheduling to accommodate travel. Will we
receive feedback on any questions that come out of these surveys? Thank you! It looks like a lot of
research has gone into designing this Program, I hope it works as well in real life as it sounds in the
draft document! Looking forward to it's implementation!

Explain what you think you gain here? Explain what this is...what are you doing?
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As a coach, I am wondering when and how are they are going to tier the athletes within the program.
How are practices going to work in the first half of the season. You cannot have more than 30 athletes
MAX on an icetime. If you want full ice, 15 is good. For the coaches, how are you going to deal with
parent coaches. For example,if there are three parents that have daughters at the top tier but only
two teams, how do you determine who gets to coach or not. The other thing is non-parent coaches.
Are they going to be denied higher level coaching opportunities because there are parent coaches
with daughters participating. The IST sound idealistic. This seems like it is going to be extremely
expensive to include all these different services. Money is an issue for most these athletes and their
families. In regards to U14 is there going to an extra cost to be associated with two teams? How will
they support competition from both. In regrads to the open teams, the only problem with having post
secondary the feed into the NRL is that you have to be going to school so that will exclude some
talented players. I think they should push for a subset of open AA like they do in ontario.

With three daughters playing ringette in Calgary we are supportive of these efforts to advance and
progress Ringette programs that support the long term development of players and we are supportive
of the general principles laid out by Excellence ringette. Our main concern lies with the
implementation and transition period having a potential impact on our three daughter's development
if it is not seamless. After experiencing 5 good seasons in the Calgary AA program where a lot of these
same principles are practiced we are concerned about who will be executing the implementation and
leading the POE to ensure learnings and knowledge is properly transferred?

I think if their is more then one level of the Pursuit of Excellence initiative it will hurt the associations
and the players who choose to compete in a house league due to financial reasons or wanting to play
with the friends they grew up playing with. The program needs to be accessible by all , not based on
the willingness to make a larger financial commitment.

I would like my daughter to take part in this and as a second year U14, it appears she will miss out
based on the slow roll out plans.
How are you dealing with ice? Who is coaching this? Will they be paid? Why is having an excellence
program so important when few players want to play NRL? Most players want to play competitive
ringette with their friends.
Would need to make sure if an athlete decides later in their ringette career that they can participate in
the excellence program and also if a player chooses not to play any longer that their is a place for her
at the community level as well.
A compression list of requirements
If it’s not broken, why fix it??
Don’t forget about the smaller associations, their players should still matter
I think more needs to be discussed with how tier of will affect the associations in the south. As calgary
AA only handles AA this tiering setup could increase the team numbers in Calgary AA and lower in
zone 2 and 3 associations. Needs to be better defined
How do we support community Ringette until there is enough participants to fuel both Classic and
Poe? Have we considered a double carding Ie be in POE but play community / classic too?
Maybe focus on caring about people instead of your personal egos so that you can model being a kind,
caring human for our children... Just a few suggestions based on years experience...
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I don't think that the proposed POE initiative is the right approach to improve competitive ringette in
Alberta. Yes, not all AA programs are the same in Alberta right now, but lets bring the less developed
programs up to a higher level, instead of scrapping the current formula, and starting a whole new
type of programming. Sometimes you just need to pave the road, not reinvent the wheel. I think that
some of the proposed excellence standards are great, but I just don't agree with how they would be
implemented in the context of excellence ringette. Instead, a system similar to the new NRL standards
could be a good alternative. Set the standards for AA programs, and the AA clubs need to reach these
standards in order to field a AA club. If they are unable to meet those standards, then maybe they
shouldn't have a AA team in the first place.
This is cost-prohibitive. Any suggestion otherwise is laughable. Participation in school sports was
already questioned by some coaching staff this year. We have heard that this will be completely
discouraged in "the pursuit of excellence". Athletes should be encouraged to play multiple sports, and
students should be encouraged to support their school teams while they have the oppotunity.

Sounds good.
What is the problem RAB is trying to solve?
Flex should be brought in at the same time as the Excellence program to retain players who cannot
dedicate time to multiple in-demand sessions every week.
more than happy to engage in additional discussions to help understand this concept to better
understand. What other provinces are doing this, frankly the rationale seems to stem from
Ringette Canada, so this initiative should be a consistent approach across all provinces - is it?
Your trying to create a "super program" in a sport that doesn't have anywhere for a these "super
teams" to compete. It's a sport for life and nothing more unfortunately. While the game itself is
absolutely fantastic there is zero future for these athletes to capatalize on their athletic abilities. The
amount of players that have ever made money inside this sport is less than 1% in history. The sport at
its highest level is played infront of friends and family unfortunately. Efforts would be better served
trying to grow the sport instead of trying to create "super teams" to compete at nationals
I think it important to put talent into consideration not just being in a major hub like Edmonton or
Calgary.
No
The initiative should be canceled and athlete development should continue to be managed at a local
association level and not mandated at a RAB or RC level
The UAA is a complete and utter failure in supporting ringette. It is cheated with, abused and does an
extreme disservice to those athletes with real ringette talent. This is a huge failure of choosing
athletes over ringette players. We can always make kids better athletes but we cannot make them
better ringette players. If this program is based on UAAs in any way shape or form it will FAIL. Good
athletes do not necessarily make good ringette players. The focus cannot be on “athletic”
development, but needs however to focus on ringette development.
I'm not sure if I am missing something or if it isn't clear in documents but as per most of my
comments, I don't understand who will own/operate these POE. How does this impact "Classic" and
current associations? Are you getting much feedback from those families? I believe the intent is to be
more inclusive but I am convinced this will be the outcome.
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Incentive to stay, scholarships or help to make AA less expensive so the rich aren’t buying their kids
spots.
No comment
i think before any of the Excellence program is initiated there has to be more opportunity for the
ringette community to understand how all parts of the program work. current and former players
need to have the ability to express their opinions on how they feel the program will work. In the end
of all of this will a regional team or national team be picked based on a talent ID or from standardized
evaluations.
Send out a model of the proposed Centre of Excellence hub well before any implementation so
Associations can review discuss and have input. Several stakeholder meetings should be held to gain
input to the process.
This program has no support from the grassroots. I have coached over 15 ringette teams with two
daughters and no one I know thinks this move is needed. My kids have played on C to A to AA so we
know the systems and they are worked well. To ask kids in U16 and U19 to commit more time to a
sport when they are getting jobs and studying for finals is not going to increase enrolment.
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
should be 4 centers for easier access to all athletes
I like the focus on development of top end players. I believe to implement it properly a scheduling
meeting will have to be had with PEI members NW, SC and BOWVIEW. A night or two a week would
have to be set aside for training for PEI players so the other three would schedule games and practices
for younger kids and B and C level teams. So the U 14 players are not missing their club team events
and can schedule around. I also think the PEI should set aside 2-3 weekends during the season to have
showcase style events with Edmonton and cal programs but let the club teams know that no u 14 A
tournaments are to be scheduled those weekends so that players are not missing out on club
tournaments due to PEI showcases
Still not sure that additional fees are warranted for the services to be provided in the upcoming year.

Please don’t be so caught up on having everything the same. Let us come up with solutions that will
work for us.
This has been rolled out with such mis information and lack of purpose that I can only presume that
this will fail. Calgary program works fine and should be altered because Edmonton cant get there act
together. This will essentially kick in for my daughter after her seconds U16AA in two year, that being
said she likely won’t continue into a U19AA program that is completely different then what she
participates in today. I suspect she’s reflecting on if she wants to continue in this none sense after
putting two years into U14AA. What’s the point of flipping this thing upside down fir her last season or
two potentially. I think Ringette Alberta is destroying a good thing and this will make the program
weaker bcsuse you will push kids to other sports in there prime. Maybe they go volley ball, basketball
or likely hockey . Terrible concept, terrible planning, and terrible information rolled out to calgary.
Treating Edmonton and Calgary as equal centres is optimistic
It seems like a good idea but as we are unsure of the cost (which is already a barrier to AA
program) I am not sure of my interest level-also have concerns about an increase in participation in
pursuit of excellence and its impact on Cochrane Ringette...
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We may loose players in our sport with this new initiative. Those with money can play. Sadly those
without financial means will not play in this initiative despite their talent.
Alberta has a strong AA program as it stands- Specifically Calgary consistently produces strong teams
and an effort needs to be made to replicate what they have done in the north, but I don't think huge
changes need to be made in regards to tiering- we don't want to water down the play.

Rather than proceeding with this comprehensive overhall, I feel quite strongly that if these resources
were simply redirected to the local associations you would see the game continue to flourish. The
approach while well intended has a very bureaucratic feel to it that if unsuccessful could have
significant detrimental effects to this great game.
This initiative should be put to bed. All the money spent on the consultants and surveys should be
spent on marketing the sport. We need to build huge numbers from the bottom up before you can
think about POE programs. By centralizing these programs you will lose many players, they will go to
other sports or play classic ringette.
none
The success of this program will also depend on cost and commitment. Not sure if a lot of families are
willing to travel and pay for even more in this economic climate
I like the idea, but not the current implementation plan. Numbers don’t support having multiple
programs and multiple tiers within those programs. And, we have many elements of the POE with
within the current club system right now. Let’s work with the current club system to make it better,
not overhaul and replace a system that does many things well.
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PARENTS

Q15 With which Association was your child registered with in the
2019-20 season?
Answered: 407

ANSWER CHOICES
Airdrie
Beaumont
Black Gold Rush
Bow View
Calgary AA
Calgary East
Calgary Northwest
Calgary Open (including Olds)
Central Alberta Sting
Central Alberta Wiggers Open
Cochrane
Drayton Valley
Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues Ringette Association
Edmonton Ringette Club
Foothills
Fort McMurray
Fort Saskatchewan
Hinton

Skipped: 34

RESPONSES
1.72%

7

3.69%

15

0.25%

1

8.85%

36

6.63%

27

0.49%

2

9.83%

40

0.00%

0

0.74%

3

0.00%

0

2.70%

11

0.00%

0

5.16%

21

4.91%

20

0.00%

0

1.23%

5

1.97%

8

1.23%

5
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Hussar

0.00%

0

1.97%

8

1.72%

7

1.47%

6

2.21%

9

2.21%

9

0.00%

0

0.25%

1

0.00%

0

0.49%

2

2.46%

10

0.49%

2

0.00%

0

0.25%

1

Sherwood Park

8.11%

33

South Calgary

7.62%

31

7.13%

29

7.62%

31

2.70%

11

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

2.70%

11

0.98%

4

0.25%

1

Indus
Lacombe
Leduc
Lethbridge
Medicine Hat
Mighty Peace Ringette
Northern Alberta Women’s Ringette Association
Peace Country Ringette (Grande Prairie)
Pembina
Red Deer
Ringette Calgary
Riviere Qui Barre Open
Rockyford

Spruce Grove
St. Albert
Strathmore
University Ringette
Women’s Ringette Association of Calgary
Zone 2 AA
Zone 5 AA
Other (not listed)
TOTAL

407
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Q16 In which year was your child born

2001

ANSWER CHOICES
2008 or later
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000 or earlier

RESPONSES
30.47%

124

16.46%

67

13.02%

53

13.76%

56

10.57%

43

8.11%

33

5.90%

24

1.23%

5

0.49%

2

TOTAL

407
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Q17 In which division did your child participate during the 2019-20
season?

ANSWER CHOICES
U12
U14
U16
U19
Open
Other (NRL)

RESPONSES
31.20%

127

28.99%

118

24.57%

100

14.25%

58

0.74%

3

0.25%

1

Q18 At which level did your child's team play in the 2019-2020 season?
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

AA
A
B
Other (please specify)

22.85%

93

35.38%

144

41.03%

167

0.74%

TOTAL

3
407

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
Started B team moved to A
B then moved to C
NRL

1/1

Q19 Are you aware that regardless of whether your child participates
in Classic Ringette or Pursuit of Excellence, they could still be subject
to tiering?
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes
No
Unsure

76.90%

313

11.30%

46

11.79%

48

TOTAL
NOT AT ALL
INTERESTED

407
SLIGHTLY
INTERESTED

18.43%
75

14.25%
58

MODERATELY INTERESTED

EXTREMELY
INTERESTED

25.55%
104

18.18%
74

DEFINITELY
INTERESTED
23.59%
96

TOTAL

407

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.14

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
But Not in our association, we don't have enough teams to tier properly and when we do the association
chooses not to tier by ability and instead groups everyone together (sticks everyone in the middle tier)

Question unclear
Yes the implementation document does explain this, but given Classic Ringette Tier A and Excellence Tier
A what will be the difference to encourage Excellence over staying at their local association for Classic ?
Tiers would be equivalent in theory yes ?

1/1
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Q20 To what extent do you anticipate your child being interested in
participating in the Pursuit of Excellence program?
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
My child seeks to play on a team that is competitive with other teams her level. Coming from a small
association, it is frustrating to be on a team that is not able to play competitive throughout the year
due to pulling from a pool of less players and boards wanting to have certain teams, no matter what
(rather than looking at the large picture of what the players dictate and what will be constructively
competitive for them). My daughter is at that age where, it isn't all about winning; however, she wants
to play competitive which to her means she anticipates a 50/50 between wins, losses, ties - not
constantly 98/2 losing.
But we will not the option in our community :(
She does not want to leave her AA Team
Only if she had to inorder to play AA
I don’t know
Not sure if Beaumont is a big enough centre to do the Pursuit of Excellence Program, but we would
participate in it if they did.
My daughter set a goal and is training with the objective of making AA
Not sure if all the stars are to be shown. Definitely Interested
Her interest is playing at the same level (AA) with her friends. She will only be interested if she has to
do this to play at the same level with her friends.
It will be highly dependent on how PoE teams are built. If it's a part-time tournament team, there will
be signficantly less interest due to lack of team bonding, social interaction, team building, building of
friendships, learning how each other plays, etc.
Not interested in returning to ringette AT ALL after this season
It depends entirely on how different it is from AA
Definitely
Difficult to answer this question when RAB has not laid out the where and how of POE
But wants to play with her friends as a priority
There will not be enough players to support this endevour outside of major centres.
Depends on how the Excellence Program is rolled out.
This is her potential last year of U19
Definitely
She had plans for her 2nd year of U14
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Your whole program is to vague give use a schedule For a whole year and a cost break down, you
explained no threshold skills to make it. Or explained how many teams, where these kids play or
practise, and how much time, cost or effort is in it for parents.
She is very competitive, so it depends if the program continues with the same current level of
competitiveness and only the top kids get to play. If it becomes too recreational then then no
advantage to playing that over Tier A community.
We live 1 hour away from a centre that could be doing the Pursuit of excellence program. The travel
would hold us back.
Definitely interested
It so unclear as to how it will work that this is difficult to answer
She is more interested in stay with her local association and playing with her friends at the highest
level possible.
That being said I feel like this program is great, just not for my daughter
Definitely interested

I'm not sure about the program, but she'd likely be interested
If it stays similar to AA
I really can't answer this because despite reading the document, I have very little understanding of
what this would look like for her.
She would have definitely been interested had the excellence Program been offered sooner
Don't know what it is
Do not know what it is
Unsure
not sure yet
Prefers AA
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Q21 To what extent do you agree or disagree are the following
outcomes of your child's participation in ringette important for you?
Answered: 407

0%

10%

20%

Strongly disagree

30%

Disagree

40%

Skipped: 34

50%

60%

70%

Neither agree nor disagree

80%

90% 100%

Agree

Strongly agree
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STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

A clear pathway to
excellence

3.69%
15

6.63%
27

34.64%
141

40.05%
163

14.99%
61

407

3.56

Development of
long term
performance goals

4.67%
19

2.70%
11

11.55%
47

51.11%
208

29.98%
122

407

3.99

Fulfillment of
athlete potential

3.44%
14

0.98%
4

7.62%
31

49.63%
202

38.33%
156

407

4.18

Learning and living
an athlete lifestyle

3.44%
14

1.72%
7

10.57%
43

43.24%
176

41.03%
167

407

4.17
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Access to these additional programs should be offered at Ringette Calgary not by AA Calgary
Ringette
Most of these outcomes are not even an option with FMRA
This still does not positively affect rural communities
Lets focus on the majority of players vs minority (elite) and be honest that elite level ringette is not a
career option. It is parent funded and while important - it should not be the main focus of our
community programs.
I feel overall much more information is needed on the roll out of the excellence program before we
can decide if it is a good fit.
Depends on her interests
This question is too much about what parents want and not what is of interest to the athlete.
It is less about what is important for me than what is important for her. My daughter likes to compete
and is able to compete at the current AA level. She likes to be pushed to be the best athlete she can be
in the current model but I'm not sure about the degree of additional personal training to be required
and if she is interested in that as she is also very focused on her schoolwork and her university
education. At this point, like many athletes, she still has some development and it is often not until
they are in their 2nd or 3rd year of U19 that they start to seriously think about NRL, CWG or Team
Canada. Again, that is important to me only if it is important to her. Enjoyment by my daugher of
ringette is a key outcome important to me and part of that is playing with people she enjoys in
addition to being competitive.
Long-term health and benefits of active lifestyle
My girls are already taught to eat healthy, train, compete, specially Mentally for competition. And
none of it came coaches in st.Albert. We gave them the skills, power skating for 5 years each, a back
yard rink for 4 of their development years. Enthusiasm, positive thinking and effort, with skill to
anticipate, and understand what and why you doing what your doing on the ice. That’s why my oldest
played winter Alberta games. I was a professional athlete for 16 years I know what it takes, and I have
taught my girls the secrets of success.
These questions are definitely guided. The are more discussion point points and can be interpreted
differently do it's hard to answer them in a multiple choice manner.
She just wants to play excellent ringette like she has been playing.
My child is very competitive and enjoys striving for excellence, but is happy with community ringette.
She is busy with many other things in addition to ringette.
With volunteer coaches kids will be on a pathway to excellence? Not likely.
Right now in the "classic" ringette, long term excellence and goals are not a priority, unfortunately.
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Teenage girls are still playing sports Don’t fuck with it. They will never make a cent playing this game.
Leave it alone
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Q22 To what extent do you agree or disagree are the following
outcomes of your child's participation in ringette important for you?

0%

10%

20%

Strongly disagree

30%

Disagree

40%

50%

60%

70%

Neither agree nor disagree

80%

90% 100%

Agree

Strongly agree
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STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

Physical
challenge

2.70%
11

0.25%
1

2.46%
10

51.11%
208

Lifelong
involvement

2.70%
11

0.74%
3

14.00%
57

44.47%
181

Social /
camaraderie

2.21%
9

0.00%
0

3.19%
13

33.42%
136

Enjoyment

2.46%
10

0.00%
0

1.23%
5

18.18%
74

NOT AT ALL
16.22%
66

SLIGHTLY
10.57%
43

MODERATELY
30.96%
126

VERY

EXTREMELY

32.19%
131

10.07%
41

TOTAL

407

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
3.09

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
But we play with others who value the social aspect over physical challenge which impacts the entire
team
We have all this now, don’t forget multi sport opportunities and school. My daughter plays AA ringette
and club volleyball at high level, I don’t want ringette taking that away. Both play all the school sports,
volleyball, basketball, badminton flag rugby, and ringette should trump there Opportunity to do so.

I would expect the AA program to provide a higher level of intensity and commitment than community
/ association ringette.

1 /2

Q23 Do you think Excellence in Ringette will help your child achieve
their ringette goals?
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Not at all

Slightly

Moderately

Very

Extremely

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
a moot point since this is likely her last year in Ringette as a child
However would prefer the current program already established in Calgary
I feel with this type of program, registrants are there for the same purpose, the same goal, the same
anticipation of ringette. In small associations, players make the "team" based upon their evaluations;
however, those players may not have a true desire to play on that team (A for example) and it is
evident when it is those players that never attend dryland, extra practice, or put in the extra effort (to
practice shooting, for example) at home.
My daughter played on a team this year and last year at the highest level. We were not AA either.

Excellence Ringette is not an option in our community. I am in Fort McMurray.
Cannot see the advantage to changing those already in a program they have aspired to and grown up
in.
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Don’t know
Not totally sure
Cannot answer due to not reading the program
not sure as the Program is unclear
Open ended question..I put "Very" only because Excellence has never been implemented.
We have options currently that allow for this.
At U19 AA, I don't feel excellence in ringette will be advantageous for her.
Unsure yet
St. Albert is very political. Coaches pick their friends, not who actually should be picked
Part time participation in PoE does not achieve many of the important goals of a U14 player.
However, we believe in the pursuit of excellence regardless
Question about where zones will be for excellence program. Wondering if a lot more travel will be
involved for practices, games, etc
Without a clear picture of what the program will look like this question is impossible to answer. There
should be a don’t know option as RAB has not given much context on what the program will actually
look like
She will not be perusing, she may have a yrar or two ago been interested in this new set up but do to
path she followed made to believe not good enough and next year will refocus on love of game

Not sure as haven’t been involved and my daughter is a goalie
There is not enough information yet on the program to know this and part of it will depend on what
her friends decide they will do.
Was able to achieve those goals in the format she played within throughout her years.
Our daughter has achieved her goals under the current system.
Not sure any more than the current AA program
Im unclear what you mean my Excellence in Ringetter. My daughter has played at the B level for 10
years. That has been her choice and not try out for a higher leve....she strives to have fun, stay fit and
play coopoerative in a team environment, where winning is the end goal
Hopes for NRL in the future
Not any better than the current way if you could actually develope coaches, I’m not seeing it not even
with all the junior coaches st.Albert has.
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I am happy with the current AA program, so as long as it continue to provide the same level of
competitiveness and intensity, then yes. But it needs to provide much more than community ringette,
or there's not much incentive to participate.
Unsure it applies to us.
However it is challenging when there are only one AA or B team at her level.
Part of the camaraderie of ringette comes from close teammates. It is not clear that this will exist in
the full Excellence in Ringette future.
Again given she stays with her local association she will achieve all these goals.
Extremely
Excellence should be defined when asking this question - interpretation can vary. Not sure how to
answer. Excellence to me means that my child is working hard, learning and developing at each
practice and game. Does excellence only apply to AA? I don't think so.
I don’t know
My daughter is not interested in Excellence in Ringette. She does, however, need coaching that values
developing a competitive team with all members increasing in their ability and skills throughout the
season.
Not sure
I chose moderately because it sounds good in theory but I still have no understanding of what this will
look like in reality or how it will differ from her past experience in AA which was incredibly positive.

Not sure
I think that of excellence is only defined by performance, the whole intention of ringette is missed

Had it been offered a lot earlier than U19, absolutely
Very tough to answer this question when there is nothing to compare it to
Don’t know
Too little too late. My daughter will be 2 nd year u19 and this will have no effect on her unfortunately.

Unsure
Not really sure as we happen part of many formats including when Alberta still had a U12AA program

I would have answered, Maybe or I don’t know since it will strongly depend on where the centres for
excellence are housed...
Not sure
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Q24 In addition to the information already available from Ringette
Alberta and Ringette Canada what (if any) additional education do
you need to support your child's athlete development?
Answered: 184

Skipped: 257

RESPONSES
I think they need to look at how they change tiers through the year. It should work more like the minor
hockey program, not switching tiers in January.
NA
honestly, unsure. After 16 years involvement we are pretty much as far as we can go. The upcoming
changes are not a concern to our own kids.
none
none
Information on understanding and fostering drive, initiative..
None
My daughter will continue to play if shes having fun
None
Meeting or seminars
None
None
We need access to the excellence program in Fort McMurray.
Not sure
NIL - it is alreadily available and pertinent issues are implemented by the Z2AA Board and the Team
Management Staff
Would love any additional info
unknown
None
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None. Having my child surrounded by strong, positive role models that have a competitive spirit to
share with my daughter is most important.
None
none
Unsure
None
no
None
can't think of anything off hand
How to make this new program work for rural communities
.
Positive re-enforcement from coaches.
NA
No comment
none
N/A
Traneperancy on teiring and how teams are made.

None
More development and priority in involving female coaches and putting them in charge when
available.
None
None
N/A
As I mentioned above, I don't think Beaumont is a big enough Centre to offer the different programs
that say Calgary is offering, so I don't think I need any additional education at this time.

none
N/a
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None
Info on the different options available
N/a
none
Not sure
Early Goalie development Power skating program
None
Unsure what is available, we have not explored.
None at this time.
just ongoing clarification as it becomes available
how moving between tier mid year will work,
Better Coaching and Mental Training. There are not many coaches who have the proper education
and tactical knowledge to coach at the AA level. As for Mental Training we have done a bit but I dont
think it was enough and what they were taught didnt help them focus or "reset" their thinking while
under pressure.
Clear consistent policy that is followed and not changed every year. Policy that allows the most
competitive teams to advance to provincials not based on what zone you are in.
N/A
unsure
None
More specific information in club requirements, costs, time commitment, ice allocation, flow between
excellence tiers etc. I understand the concept but what is it really going to look like.
Im happy with what we get
None
Knowing that there will be fair coaching and not parents who coach and only pick their friends to play
with. St. Albert has some MAJOR issues regarding integrity and leadership at executive levels that
affect the view of ringette as a whole.
Proper coaching - proper skill development and access to coaches who are knowledgeable with
today’s ringette game.
More Open team options after they age out at 18
My daughter will move to adult ringette next year, and wants to play for enjoyment alone ( she is
eligible for 2 more years of youth)
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You need to develop coaches. We need coaches in the sport who understand the game and can
coach children
The ASSOCIATION needs education and guidance on how to support and encourage FAIR PLAY and
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY within the association at this young age.
n/a
None
Structured feedback from the team leadership (coach, manager etc). Like performance reviews ews

None
More full ice time
Assurance that there will be capable coaches who have had years of coaching experience before
being put into coaching positions.
None
N/A
fitness
None. She’s well supported already
Clear understanding of how and where excellence programs will be
Where these centers are going to be. Who is going to run them. What processes RAB has in place for
selection. What processes does RAB have in place for oversight
A clearer plan as to the implementation of the programs
An actual detailed plan of what is being proposed with locations, number of teams, travel
commitments, costs, practices vs games....etc
Team sports are essential for developing skills in every aspect of adulthood. No matter skill level you
learn skills that set you up for life while doing what you love and keeping active
Lacrosse
Dryland training, health and nutrition, goal setting
power skating dryland training
Practical mentoring on ice - Goalie specific
Unbiased coaches who have not already decided she is not AA material because they don’t recognize
that atheletea develop at different rates/ages
None. Just would like the sport to remain FUN
while good in theory, smaller associations will struggle to be able to incorporate these initiatives. I
feel it will continue to expand the spread between rural and urban associations.
There is no support for coaches trying to teach goalies
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More specific goalie training, and female in sport training for coaches, to understand how to motivate
girls.
I disagree completely with these changes.
Recovery information. Nutrition Planning.
More information on participation by Ontario and Quebec
None
N/A
None

none
A clear outline of The programs and service providers available in Calgary
none
None
Age appropriate training schedules
Not sure
None
A decent coach that knows the game, knows how to get the most out of the girls, knows how to
motivate, can run a practise to get the players to understand the theory of why you do what you do on
the ice, where you should be when without the ring, how to angle off and check others, how to set a
pick at the right time, how to best a goalie one on one, how to look where your shooting not just hit
the goalie in the chest, how to time stabbing a ring, why you should if get closed off in the boards and
look for your support person prior to being hemed into the boards, why and when speed is important,
how to draw players to you to bring Simone out of position, how to close the gap, and get to the right
speed to not be beat one on one. How to create a gap to having a defender standing still so you skate
around them, how to watch for openings in defence while your skating around not just thinking pass
but to drive the net. How to what your opposition feet to cheat so when they do you go behind them,
how to screen the goalie and when. How to shoot low at time for rebounds. How not to practise at
75% speed but game speed. How eat sleep and bring on a confident, positive, competitive, game and
practise ever time, when you put that all together you have great players and a great team.
None
none
I need to have more information as to what pursuit of excellence will look like. I need to read about it.

How can I sign up?
None
Coach development
-
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None
n/a
Nothing else.
none
none
N/A
We are eager to see high level coaching focused on development of highly skilled players - so please
focus on coaching development for all levels of players within Classic Ringette.
NA
Nothing at this point.
no
None
Not sure Will this program continue? Especially in an area where there are not a lot of kids to pull
from.
none
Give young parents a quick clinic on the rules of the game.
providing easy access to age appropriate information of the LTAD
None
Practice plans for coaches that encourage small area game drills and constant movement of players in
drills used
nutritional information, mental preparation
none
None
Nutrition Body acceptance
None
Not as a parent but at coaching levels
I think they cover it.
Quantum
None
Camps to help with shooting and scoring
Not sure. What is available
Nothing comes to mind at present.
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I don't feel I need more education, I just do not want my daughter's options to be limited.
None
Na
I don’t need information per se but more consistency in the approach to development from team to
team or association or association.
Training closer to home. As part of Zone 2, my daughter often spends 5 hours per week travelling just
to practices and dryland training. It is my belief that quality dryland training can be found in most
communities.
unsure
None
Proper Evaluations by third party
A visual aid and example of other implementations of similar programs would be helpful
?
More program details
No more is needed
Transparency from the coaches to the parents on long term and short term goals.
I still am not confident they will be assessed properly. I’ve already seen some be placed at a higher
level then they may have because of coach parent.
Unsure
none
Unknown
None. She is well supported
Coach development
We need a program that is affordable, manageable while pursuing education and allows our player to enjoy a team sport that
keeps then physically active. Nothing more
not sure
None
As the parent of a goalie, I would like see additional resources on the development of goalies in
ringette. There are a lot of hockey goalie resources but not much for ringette goalies.
N/A
No sure
We love ringette exactly how it has been running for years.
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None
None
More information that's easier to understand in layman's terms
None
Mental training, nutrition, fitness off the ice
N/a
A quick summary of what the next season would look like if my child were to enroll in the Excellence in
Ringette Program. What acceptance level is expected in Alberta?
Goalie training
Access and affordability
Don’t know
N/a
not sure
Leave it alone.
Nutrition, sport psychology
No
.
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Q43 For the 2020-21 season, only the following changes are proposed
for U14, U16, and U19: mandatory standardized fitness assessments; a
review of each team’s yearly training plan; teams at AA and A being
subjected to retiering if results warrant it. To what extend do you
agree/disagree that this is a reasonable first step in the transition?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

6.85%
25

AGREE

20.55%
75

48.49%
177

STRONGLY
AGREE
18.63%
68

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
How will re tiering impact the team chemistry. How will the constant stress of constantly being tested
to try out and performing impact first year players.
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Out of my wheelhouse so feel unqualified to comment
please do not proceed past this step
All associations are either in or out of the AA program. If associations discourage girls from going to AA
then it doesn’t work. In that case each association should have their own AA
Definetly need to retire some small town teams....not just on games won but score differentials in
tournaments
I need to see the plan - if the aim is to stop the over training and balance the effort put into each team
I would agree, and support the balancing amongst all associations
I have a limited understanding of Pursuit of Excellence, so do the above changes only apply to
POE?
re-tiering is crucial but should involve B
I feel U19 should be left as is. Retiering will not provide any further benefit. The levels are already
tiered with 2 AA teams and then the A teams.
Not to fitness test that would embarrass some kids
Could all teams be subject to retiring based on results... Starting this coming year?
Would like to see stronger steps
RAB needs to have a better role out of the standardized testing then last year. The fitness tracking app
came out too late and we never got any info about who would be providing the testing as RAB had
indicated they would send to us at the AGM.
Fine for Aa but that’s it
I would agree with the first 2. I'm not sure about the retiering. I would think better to implement that
the following year.
Strongly disagree with retiering.
These are sensible requirements that should be standardized regardless of implementation of
POE
I agree with standardized fitness assessment for the purpose of safety of the players, not to disqualify
them from playing ringette. I agree with team's yearly trianing plan. I strongly agree with A teams
being retiered, especially when the majority of B-level teams in the EFCLA are A teams skill level.
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I proposed an evaluation a long time ago that wasn’t all about skating speed, although that has an
impact, player size, grittyness, compete level, maturity, game sense make up way more than speed.
Your universal assessment was always wrong, it only forced St.Albert to make two teams and limit the
good players advancing and practising at a high level only to wait for those that should not of bin
there catch up. There mentality was to play at the highest level to get better when it only made it less
fun. Girls that play at the right level get the chance to compete and be a star, to gain the confidence to
achieve a hire level, not throw them to the wolves. Not be the girl that gives it up, or is stripped or
never is the star. Come on let them develop at the right pace.

I think it should be open to B as well how. A kid could be on a bubble and should be included. Will the
program it could make them an a player
I somewhat agree with this as a good start. Yes to the first 2 items, but have some caveats for the third item. U14A are
already subject to retiering under UAA scoring and Calgary 123 league competition committee November.
U16/U19A is subject to retiering based on Calgary 123 competition committee November review. ARA is
good with all this. Not keen on retiering U14AA, U16AA, or U19AA. Given they are the highest tiers
possible, the only possibility for retirering these teams is to tier them down to U14A/U16A/U19A. AA has
always been self- declared and they should stay there, if they retreat they will definitively be better than
most of the other A teams, and I know ARA can compete with that
.

Who will be in control of retrieving?
I would like to see improvements to the draft. It seems there is a lot of "Friend request" going on
rather than building the strongest teams possible
In theory this is a great idea - standardized fitness assessment? They don't even do a standardized
fitness assessment in schools. Good luck, it will only be those kids who are physically active, across
multiple sports, that will excel.
ensure equipment for fitness assessments are optimal for all athletes. For example, my daughter has
shorter legs than the other girls. The bike used for her fitness test was inappropriately sized for her
and put her at a disadvantage for fitness testing.
I'm not sure how the standardized fitness assessments will be utilized.
I just want to make sure mu dughter (who is not an AA player still gets the opportunity to be
considered for a competitive B team and tyhat she doesn't get bumber to C because of the domino
effect of AA players playing on the A team.
This seems reasonable and is more clearly outlined than it is in the document it is based on.
Yes! I strongly agree more testing needs to be done to encourage excellence!
More added costs to an already expensive sport
I have no idea what transition you are talking about
I think that the third bullet should happen regardless.
What plan is in place to purposefully Use fitness data to improve athlete experience?
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Q44 The first season proposed for U14 changes to take effect is 2021-22 when
second-year U14AAs will continue on in the program as it looks today and first
year U14s may enroll in an Introduction to Excellence Program. Do you support
this timeline for implementation?

RESPONSES

10.96%

40

67.12%

245

6.58%

24

15.34%

56
365
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COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Please take a survey of current U14AA players. I believe majority in Calgary love the program and would
not like to see these drastic changes
ill there be an option for a second year U14 to register / be assessed with U16? Coming from a smaller
association, we risk losing a potential player due to lack of competitiveness that has been shown the last
three seasons with Airdrie. My daughter is on the brink of not wanting to play he sport she loves as her
teams are not of like mind / desire to succeed and/or put in the extra effort where needed.

If it's going to happen, just start it now
But I doubt we will have access to the program
if the execution plans are firmed up
I really don't know that much about this yet so don't feel I can comment
AA & A players don't always have the same commitment level
I would include 2nd year U14s as well in Introduction program
I don't feel this new program will provide much benefit.
For many reasons, I do not support part time PoE and playing regular season in the local community
association. An effective team is not build by cobbling together individuals and the way that young
women bond as part of a team's competitive edge is imperative. Learning how each other plays, learning
game strategy together, etc. should be prioritized. I could go on.
You could implement it across the board, but as that may be too big a challenge , starting at any level is
better than not at all
With the challenges RAB and LSO’s are about to face with respect to COVID-19 RAB May need to
refocus on how to assist LSO’s next season in recovery from this rather then focusing on POE

Given the COVID-19 pandemic there are too many uncertainties at this time and groups are not able to
meet to discuss
The timeline currently is asking for us to implement some things for the upcoming season. We don't
even have any details on the program but we are to figure out budgets and ice by
July/Aug and then apply by Sep 1 to be an Operator. I suppose if you are talking about this one change in
isolation, then it may be possible to implement for next season with a later date for application to be an
operator. Question though is usually some U14s move on to U16 and some players are needed to
complete the U14 team so what happens there?
Unsure
Would support the change in the 20/21 season!!
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Until you show me all the figure of what a season looks like, I’m not happy with making a kid play year
round sport. I would want to know all the factors, cost, time in for parents, school study considerations,
other sport( what if they are talented in something else) show me a schedule of what a year looks like.
How much driving? What’s the costs. You haven’t convinced me.

So AA will continue to exist (and be grandfathered out of existence) in parallel with the beginnings of
Excellence ?
Although starting in 2020-2021 could work if the logistics are ready with all associations
I don't know should be an answer.
Doesn’t affect us
Seems reasonable. My daughter is not interested in playing AA.
My only question is if my daughter is a second year U14 in 2021/2022 will she still have the option to
make a AA team if she didn’t make a team the year before?
not sure

I strongly feel we can have the same results by simply putting in the same level of effort as these new
programs but into our individual associations. We have programs build - they just need enhancement

Do not care

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

6.85%
25

7.67%
28

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

21.37%
78

49.04%
179

STRONGLY
AGREE
15.07%
55

TOTAL

365

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.58

Q45 In order to provide players at different stages of their
development with access to play with similarly skilled athletes it is
proposed that the Pursuit of Excellence would have tiering (AA, A)
within the program. To what extent do you agree with this proposal?
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Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
This takes away from the quadrants. Again set us as soccer with academy that everyone has access to
instead of taking away players from quadrants. SCRA would not be able to field an A level team if this
as the case.
I strongly believe that for a player to continue to love the sport, they need to be provided with
competitive play that is both challenging and rewarding. Being on a team that either constantly wins
or constantly loses does not achieve that. Proper tiering is required to ensure and achieve that
balance.
There is no current ability in the evaluation system to identify future talent and so this will only
frustrate the AA players and dilute their enthusiasm.
sou Do the same as the current program why complicate things
Smaller Association will struggle to form one team yet alone be capable of tiering.
I don't understand how this will work. Is the POE separate from local associations or are they within
the association??
There are skilled girls who just don't have to time to commit & don't want to play AA even if that's
where they evaluate
Which leagues are in charge of Excellence teams? Currently Calgary AA and Zone 2 AA play in BGL.
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All you are proposing is a different - complicated - version of current state. To what end? Hold
separate tryouts for those interested in competing at a national level.
Undecided
This will be such a disservice to quadrant. Why add second tier that then demands same commitment
as AA
Depends on how the program is laid out. I do not support girls constantly having to “fight” for a spot
on a AA team all year. Once teams are set they should stay that way for course of season
This is a nore complex question than can be dealt with in these multiple choice options. Arguably,
players would guarantee themselves a spot on A just by signing up for POE.
This program is for major centres and will exclude places like Lethbridge that does not have the
numbers to support it. Communities like Lethbridge can't just drive in to participate with other teams.

I'm not sure that ringette in Edmonton and area can handle a further splintering of A - Classic A and
Excellence A at these age groups. Perhaps at U14 and again it would probably require multiple
associations combining to form a classic A team which I'm not sure will be easy from the perspective
of ice, assocations and athletes. As well, I have concerns about eg. having 30 athletes say 20 are AA
and 10 are A - then what?
Strongly agree, as long as the assessment tools are robust and adhered to.
why Are you forcing good players to commit, what if school is important, other sports, family time,
costs, break from sports.
The A teams in the excellence program playing against other A teams in classic ringette would be
ridiculous.
It should only have AA tier. Leave the A tier with the community associations.
I get the point but again why would Zone 2 athletes go to Excellence to play tier 'A' when they can stay
with their local association to play Classic tier 'A' and then pursue Excellence the next year to get tier
AA (not offered by ARA)? This is a possible risk for the Excellence program. Note ARA Classic will be
able to compete with Excellence based on ice availability, program cost, and commuting times.

If there are games being played between Classic adn Excellence at the same level I am unclear on how
the excellence team would not be seen as having an advantage
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach

I just don't know if there will be enough athletes to tier, especially when it is unclear where the
centre's of excellence will be located. Makes sense theoretically, if we had
In looking at some of the challenges facing our A teams I believe team cohesion is equally as
important as tiering.
Need more information on why this would make an improvement from current status.
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My daughter wants the competitiveness but not the time commitment. This is taking away her
possibility of playing A division.
As long as this is done completely fairly.
Evaluating players near the end of the season would make sense-more accurate picture of how the play

Your only as good as who you play with and against
AA and A are already a form of tiering without an excellence program layered on

Q46 To what extent do you agree that an athlete's enrollment in the
Pursuit of Excellence program should be (at least partially) dependent
on their meeting a minimum threshold of performance

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL
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(no
label)

3.84%
14

4.38%
16

11.78%
43

50.68%
185

29.32%
107

365

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
There might need to be flexibility in communities where there are not enough A players
Should have to meet all performance standards to be moved ahead to a higher team
This is essential. It's not enough to self declare interest there has to be a minimum level of
proficiency. Similar to school program entrance requirements. Simply having interest to play at an
elite level is not sufficient to warrant making the team. Some athletes have greater natural talent, or
invest a significant amount of time training to attain a high level of skill. They should be able to
develop to their fullest potential by playing with like skilled players, not simply those who "want to
be excellent".
At that age a new athlete may advance quickly
Physical assessments cannot replace game sense
The definition of performance is critical here. It isn't just whether a young woman can do enough situps or even do a chin-up, it's more about ability to skate, shoot, pass, stab, iceawareness, positional
play, game strategy, competitiveness, etc. I will take all of those things over a young woman that can
do 'perform' in a dry-land gym setting..
It would be good to test at the beginnning of the season and let them see what the benchmark is or
let them know ahead of time in case they want to train to see if they can attain that level
Everyone should have a chance to try
The problem is how do you gauge game sense and coach ability?
I need to familiarize myself more with the program.
What’s that mean minimum threshold of what??
I think if they are willing and ability meets a certain threshold you should give them the opportunity.
Like I said if they are a bubble player they should get a chance to succeed
It should be an elite program. Everyone else already has a place with community ringette.
Agreed, this should be the reason of being for the Excellence program otherwise it's absolutely not
different from Classic
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
How does the plan build capacity in children so that they build towards this idea of Pursuit of
Excellence? Perhaps I missed it, but this should be introduced and developed in the earliest years of
ringette. How else will kids be successful?
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I'm unclear how that would be assessed.
Talent is evident in a 12 year old. Minimum standards are needed.
As a goalie parent these are a challenge to answer. Performance standards looks different for them.

Hard to decide without knowing what the threshod is.
Community sports should be accessible to all young athletes.
Honestly do not support the program at all

2 /2
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Q47 In order to ensure similar programming opportunities in Alberta's two major
population centres, one Centre of Excellence hub is proposed for
each of greater Edmonton and greater Calgary, both with multiple teams
and appropriate tiering. To what extent do you agree with this proposal?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE
4.11%
15

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

10.14%
37

24.11%
88

AGREE
46.30%
169

STRONGLY
AGREE
15.34%
56

TOTAL

365

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
3.59

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Where do players outside of these areas fit in - practicality of graphic and team cohesion
Ice facilities need to be built in the Calgary area to be consistent to the quality of facilities in
Edmonton
My experience with the Red Deer region says their area could accommodate a program there as well.

please no tiering with the AA (Excellence)
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Edmonton's program has been very weak for years. The smaller cities around Edmonton have a lot
stronger Associations and should be rewarded for this (eg. Spruce Grove and St.Albert
Why just the 2 main hubs? This means the only way to play competitive ringette is to live in the city.
This feels a bit discriminatory.
The two centres would require significant travelling for some in the outlying areas
As a smaller organization that is close to Edmonton, I would be concerned about us losing players to
Edmonton.
Does this mean smaller Associations will be amalgamated into the nearest Centre? In this case should
we stop investing in Jerseys, teams pants etc? As a smaller Association we could not support tiering
within the Excellence program without amalgamating, this could come at a significant cost to our
Association and members, especially given the proposed timeline.
Will these hubs have A and AA evaluated players? This may lead to a decrease in local association
memberships
Need to nail down the Terms of Reference for a "hub". Who administers a hub?
Not a big fan of this centre of excellence
I feel that this could be detrimental to the smaller rural communities. It will probably mean the end of
ringette in some of them or cause some families to make the difficult decision to quit playing
altogether.
I feel the logistics of this is rose coloured. Ice allocation is a major barrier for this concept of
programming.
This question assumes I agree with PoE to begin with, which I don't. Calgary already has a model that's
already based on a Centre of Excellence. Why doesn't Ringette Alberta establish the same in the
Edmonton area?!?
Not really too sure of this idea as currently the majority of current AA teams in the Edmonton region
are in the surrounding communities. I worry that the North BGL does not have the numbers of
participants to be able to manage this. The South seems to have way more athletes in ringette. I have
seen similar in lacrosse. Calgary has enough teams in the girls divisions to have a competitive and
development stream, but the North doesn’t have to numbers. I worry that ringette in the North May
suffer. Not sure though. The main consideration is to ensure fair completion across the province

What about the needs of Central Alberta teams? Far too much travel would be required this pushing
players out of the sport.
Not sure - there are a lot of questions that go with this - how will ice be managed - will all ringette
associations contribute ice? Will practices be in various cities? Are only Excellence teams the ones that
will qualify for CRCs? Is the one Centre an existing Club/Association?
This will eliminate the athletes in central alberta
The system is fine as it is in Calgary. Please leave it alone
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Strong concerns that due to the natural political nature of the sport, players coming out of smaller
centres will not be deemed to have the skill. This is why Zone 2 AA was created. There is always a
political element that enters into any assessment process
As long as the each center is consistent with the other. I will further familiarize myself with the
program

Too much driving all over the place in rush hour traffic.
This will take out many athletes who don’t live near those centres. Not fair that an athlete who has
the potential won’t be able to purse the program because of distance.
Some associations are just as big. I would look at members and make a determination from there

This seems to exclude a lot of rural communities that currently have AA programs. This seems to
create less opportunity in our province. I also think it should only have the AA tier.
Those are the only population centers within Alberta where Excellence will be feasible. You realize
this will preclude athletes from Zone 1, Central Alberta, and those with associations more than 60
minutes outside of Edmonton.
Ice procurement will become an issue and cannot impact classic ringette requirements
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
There should be one in Red Deer also.
Does hub mean a single arena or information hub?
This is not geographically optimal for all alberta athletes.
I feel like this totally forgets about the kids who don't live in those hubs. But I feel most ringette
alberta decisions don't really care about the smaller associations
What about the rest of us? Are we then going to be travelling to Calgary/Edmonton to access the
program?
Rural options will provide more available ice and facilities
Does this mean that local ringette associations would cease to exist and all players would be
channelled through these two centres?
I’m interested in seeing how accessible this will be to athletes who live outside of these cities.
They should be homes in their municipality though. Someone from sherwood park shouldn’t have to
drive to Edmonton for practice. That leads to athletes quitting because a barrier has been placed parent not being able to drive them there.
Fort McMurray needs to be able to participate in the program
Eliminates smaller associations which are already ignored by RAB
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As long as this doesn’t affect community level play. All kids should be able to play until the end of high
school in a community association
I think there also needs to be an application processes for who runs this, just because it's in the major
centers does not mean that the ERC and CAAR automatically get to run the programs
There should be other hubs for enough opportunity. Similar to Zone 2 AA, so kids in Zone 2 have a
hub to participate in within getting lost in the Calgary shuffle
Centralizing will help eliminate unnecessary political between associations. Focus should be on
development
I worry about Red Deer though...
How is this really different then what we have today?
Eliminates smaller centers opportunity

Q48 It is proposed that, initially, the central, northern, and southern
regions of Alberta be served by satellite programs from either either
the Edmonton or Calgary Centres of Excellence. To what extent do
you agree or disagree with this proposal?

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

5.21%
19

13.15%
48

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

36.99%
135

38.63%
141

STRONGLY
AGREE
6.03%
22

TOTAL

365

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.27
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Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Above
I don't know what this means.
I agree but thus far I seem nothing to suggest that the North will be part of Edmonton's satellite
program. Is anyone actually working on this?
Extent of travel involved?
It would be good to see satellites in the other areas in time if warranted
As I said above, I worry about smaller organizations losing a lot of players
How would a satellite program operate? What would the hierarchy of administration look like.
Edmonton is only a centsl location geographically - Centers could be housed from either St. Albert of
Sherwood Park.
Consider the ages of girls in U14 and u16 (12-15). The ability for girls outside the two major population
areas to play at the highest level will now be limited to access this level of play. A player that now must
travel an hour to get into the city centre (such as Zone 2) may no longer have access to the highest
level of play.
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Satellite is fine, but in order to make ringette at a higher level in other areas of the province for
parents and athletes it should be offered in a centra location in their zone
Not quite sure. I know some other associations have been committed and working hard to develop
athletes in AA.
We leave outside of Calgary. Not sure what satellite means. But that sounds like too much travel time

Not sure
May be difficult to implement
Hard to envision there are the number of athletes for these satellite programs to operate efficiently

I struggle seeing how the satellite programs will be properly supported - resources will be centred in
Edmonton & Calgary
easy for me as I live in Calgary. I am interested to see what other areas think.
makes sense financially and commitment wise
Would be tougher for teams like Fort MacMurray, Lethbridge, Medicine Hat to participate at a
reasonable cost
Really your going to put people driving on possible bad roads throughout the year just to play
ringette..
See previous statement
Excellence program implementation plan does NOT mention anything about satellite programs. I'm
assuming Red Deer will automatically have a satellite program to service Central Alberta.
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
Don't know
Red deer and lacombe need to be fully supported locally. We travel a large amount as it is for league
play
I do not know enough about the planned structure to comment.
I can't really comment on this without some explanation of what that would look like?
Again accessibility is key. Spending 5 hours a week just driving to practices and training is not healthy
for teens who also have school commitments. It’s exhausting.
29

Not comfortable with Ringette Calgary running Southern Alberta. The focus will never reach 3/18/2020 6:30 PM
outside of the city limits
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Q49 Please provide any additional comments or suggestions
regarding the Pursuit of Excellence initiative
Answered: 83

Skipped: 358

RESPONSES
It seems like the program is trying to expand the population of players but I think
you’re going to dilute
Ice availability and facilities in Calgary are insufficient and need to be updated and
new facilities built to accommodate the requirements of both hockey and ringette
development in Calgary. Calgary should have similar facilities per capita as
Edmonton and area presently enjoys
Please do not move too fast with your changes. If my daughter was younger with all
the changes happening in ringette I would have switched her to hockey. Please
consider different options to allow players access to extra ice, dryland and training.
these questions are cleverly done where agreement is obvious but with limited
details to support ideas behind the questions are hopefully not skew the intent of
the answers
The current system works fine. What is broken with the current system? I fail to
understand how the proposal aligns with LTAD model?
RAB has already decided what they will do.
I disagree with allowing male players. Especially as male goaltenders is becoming
the norm. It makes for a unpleasant competitive experience when putting in
generally larger, more skilled goalies. This is especially true as the ring is much
larger than a puck and the net can more easily be covered by larger males. To
disagree on a politically correct opinion does not not take into account the factual
difference in size and muscular development of teenage males.
This great for kids who live in the city, but I feel Fort McMurray is being left out. We
have a few A players in U12 this year who were placed on a B team because we do
not have enough A players. We also had player who could not even skate at the
beginning of the year on the team (to balance it out). One of our girl's got singled
out by the parents who we played. I personally heard overheard parents (from the
Edmonton region) say they would not travel to Fort McMurray to play us because it
was not fair that we had an A player on the team.
Athletes from smaller centres in central Alberta should have easy and equal access
to the program
None
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There is not enough detailed information on how this initiative is to be
implemented to allow justified comment. It should not be implemented until an
agreed plan is produced.
This should not be a current focus in light of what’s going on in the world. The focus
should be making ringette affordable for families whose lives have been turned
upside down
Not much else to say except this will again ruin ringette in rural communities but
maybe that’s the goal to limit travel.
.
NA
Programs should be organized for Lethbridge and Red Deer locations
N/A
I understand the idea of wanting to offer something for everyone but I feel this will
put a strain on classic ringette at an age group that we already struggle with. It feels
like the players that want a higher level of play without all the extras are the ones
that will be overlooked.
Initially maybe but in Edmonton where we are there are too many organizations need to consolidate to do this properly
I have not been able to access a lot of clear information regarding the POE, so how
am I supposed to comment on proposals
I would like my daughter to take part in this and as a second year U14, it appears
she will miss out based on the slow roll out plans.
It would be nice to create a flow chart that visually shows the hierarchy of
administrative functions/duties of the Excellence program. Include satellite
programs as well.
NA
I understand the "why" behind pursuit of excellence, however I do not feel this
program will produce any greater athletes than the current set up for ringette.
This will only work with the grassroots programs already established. The North hub
would require careful assessment of where it should be centered from. As well,
coach selection would require a process that is unbiased as well as transparent.
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While I understand the strategic attempt to build players for a higher level of
competitive play at the NRL and national levels, the approach to dealing with
league structure at the U14 level is not where the issue is. The transition from U19
to NRL and availability for women to play both levels is what's broken, not U14. The
desire to be ahead of the curve in Alberta is putting the province at a distinct
disadvantage as girls coming together on a part time basis at U14 is a highly
ineffective way to build a team - and I say this as someone who's daughter will not
experience U14 PoE, but just finished her first year in U14AA. Finally, what you
desire to have for overall structure (excepting U14AA part time) would seem to be
logical if you had a larger community of players and competitors. The reality is that
the population of ringette players hasn't achieved a sustainable critical mass to
support this type of organizational structure, unlike hockey. When I sit back and
look at what's being proposed, it has the feel of trying to fix some intra-community
association issues in the Edmonton area, addressing politics, and not in the best
interest of athletes in the Calgary area.
Why keep try to change things when at older levels even in large zones, we barely
have enough teams to make it fun & challenging to participate
I wonder if there is enough participants to form a separate pursuit of excellence
program? I'm not sure my daughter would understand which program to join. They
are either all going to try and join the pursuit of excellence or choose the program
their friends are joining. In my son's hockey, they implemented (in a way) an
opposite program with the introduction of a "house league". Less competitive, less
time commitment, less cost, less travel. To me that is a more understandable
distinction between programs. The more I think about it, having two competitive
programs seems confusing. I already find the current program requires a lot of time
and effort on the parents part and the parents would need to have a pursuit of
excellence as well.
I think designating a number of AA teams would solve many of the current issues
and would both strengthen and level the A programs around the Province.
Designating programs would also reduce the likelihood of programs recruiting in
ways that hurt the sport.
AA represents a level of commitment, not necessarily wholly based on skill.
Committed players become skilled players who then become very frustrated playing
alongside those that aren't.
Good initiative
None
Too slow for the rollout. Too many years of talk and no action. Loosing buy in.
While living in the south it is inconvenient to have a hub 2 hours away...so unsure
how many families would consider this option.
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I disagree with this program as it seems to me that the purpose is to create elite
athletes which is counter to the goal of minor athletics. Minor athletics is supposed
to provide children with an opportunity to develop socially as well as physically. My
children (I have one in the open program and one in u19) have consistently played A
and have found it fun and challenging. They have developed lifetime friendships.
Seeing my ope -aged daughter has opened my eyes to the fact that most of those
playing open are those that played league, not those that played Aa. It seems that a
true love of the game, such that players want to continue playing, is more prevalent
in those who played league. It disturbs me that ringette Alberta is moving in this
direction and I fear that these changes will push our wonderful ringette program to
one that only serves the elite players and will make it unattainable for those
without significant financial resources.
While I understand RAB has out a lot of time into this up till now: I think the timing of this survey 3/22/2020 7:16
PM is horrible. COVID-19 is going to have a huge impact on LSO’s for at least the next couple of seasons in terms
of volunteers and financial hardships on our players which could translate to less players and bigger issues for the
LSO’s. RAB needs to put aside it’s push for POE at this

time and focus on helping it’s LSO’s rebuild from the problems that COVID-19 is
going to create in our associations.
Will be hard for people out of the major centres
geography will play a role and Calgary will probably end up even stronger because
of their comparative population density of ringette players
This further alienates and puts outlying associations at a disadvantage.
Instead of indicating that our programs should maintain the LTAD ratios, please
spell it out as the LTAD plan is not very clear. It sounded like RAB/RC will be
providing all the standards for the program and a list of approved service providers
re: strength and conditioning coaches, nutritionists, ?fitness testing, ?mental
training etc.. Hopefully that is the case. Will RAB/RC also be providing the Athlete
Agreement and Parent/Guardian Agreement?
I do agree that adopting some of the elements of the program would be beneficial
for Ringette Alberta participants, but I do not agree that Ringette Alberta needs to
adopt a whole new system. Our daughter has had a great experience as a member
of SPRA for the last number of years, and I do not see the need for wholesale
changes with the system at this time.
nil
Looking forward to the future of ringette! If more hands are required to assist in the
implementation, locally, who do we contact?
The AA and A tie ring is a great idea. Similar to hockey where you have AAA and AA
Hockey. They are basically in the same program just at different levels of play. In
think this will also make the top level teams more competitive and stronger play.
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Totally don’t see it, St.Albert is a community with great rival communities that have
talented players who if they want will find the way to URL or word championship
with talent and drive to be there. This huge disruption in family life, school and
other sports and cost is not worth it in my opinion. Nor the strain on parents or
athletes. You want to fix your problems develope coaches and leave it as it is...
Like I said an athlete could be a B player and always be on a bubble. If your just
going after AA athletes it will weaken other divisions and not give others the
opportunity to participate and get better. Opportunity needs to be given to athletes
that want to commit to the program.
I think you are making a change that will discourage players from participating.
It should be an elite AA tier program of choice. It should not take any A-B-C tier
programming away from the community ringette associations as we need these
tiers and numbers to continue to be viable.
Already provided in comments of previous questions.
With the U14 age group being part of a full time classic team how will the cost be
kept down if they are also required to register for an additional program?
Suggest lots of leadership observation of on and off ice activities to make sure you
are delivering your vision to the membership.
I disagree with the entire premise of the Excellence approach
As a single mother, I would be unable to afford the current AA fees. However, I
would love for my daughter to be able to play at that kind of level without having to
worry about finances as a deterrent.
I think there needs to be a plan in place to develop volunteer coaches and children
from the very beginning. In theory it sounds good as an high performance plan but
don't forget the masses. All kids in the early stages should have equal access and
opportunity.
I don't really see the need for this type of change, however my daughter, although
she played A, just wants to play and have fun withing her association. It seems like
this is just a duplication of the AA program and I'm not sure what value it brings.
This is from a high lever perspective however, as it is not something we are
interested in pursuing.
Let’s hope this takes away from the favouritism and emotional decisions.
No comment
I hope it works to make evaluations equal for all
I just want to make sure my daughter who did extremely well on a B team, will not
be bumped to a C team because of the new plan.
NA
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My overall thought on this initiative is that it is extremely confusing. Will current
associations still exist? ie Red Deer Ringette association or will they be disbanded?
Will my daughter be able to finish her minor ringette years playing with the other
home association players she has spent years developing relationships with or will
she have to say good-bye to them and start over? Will my daughter have to
abandon her association colours and logo and adopt a new one based on a new and
unknown team? Will I have to be driving my daughter to Calgary or Edmonton for
all her practices, dryland etc? It sounds like this program is in its elementary stage
of development and should not be implemented without further and full
development. The concept behind this program sounds positive for sure but
without actual details of what it would look like in reality, I am unable to put my
support behind it at this time.
Funding will also be an issue. We are currently maxed out in AA. It’s tough to
continue putting money into a sport where scholarship money is minimal down the
road.
None
Coaching is a key ideally without strong emotionally ties to players. Understanding
players are still developing at this age.
Love it! This is my first time reading and hearing about this change coming, and I am
excited about it! Great job!
Support a database being developed for the program, athlete and parent portals
Curious how the program will be available for Fort McMurray
I do not support this program. This will put family in very difficult circumstances
when there athletes qualifies but parents cannot support participation .
It would be good if RAB could focus on improving current programs rather then
trying to recreate.
I do not think A should be involved.
I am in a smaller association and do not see the benefit to this as it will only
increase costs to the parents. Travel will be increased immensely to find like teams
and trying to build a team at the too level, whatever that may be, will prove
incredibly difficult. You want to keep kids in the sport where is the incentive? All
other sports have scholarships, where is Ringette’s??? You did exit interviews, how
about doing interviews on the kids that are staying? My child at U14 understands
that if ahe wants a scholarship she needs to get in other sports, she loves ringette
but also understands her future
As long as there is a true equal opportunity, and the programs are run the same it's
a great idea
I think the AA program should stay as it is. If you have the skill you should make the
team.
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I appreciate the development of skills. Our daughter's last two seasons have been
somewhat stagnant. We feel that she hasn't developed new skills. This is not
intended to come off as bragging, but she has been called "the best player on the
team" by some of her coaches (note:she has never played on a top tier in U10 or
this year in U12). Which means when she plays her position at defense, she is
always paired with the weakest player (at skating, receiving/ making passes). How
our daughter plays the game helps the team in the game but we don't think she is
playing her role as it is intended. She is overcompensating for her partner.
Therefore she isn't learning the role, but learning how to help her team get a win.
We would like to see skill development over a winning record.
None
All players should have the right to travel for full time opportunities
Please ensure new policies do not marginalized at risk players, or add additional stress to

young athletes who should see sport as a opportunity available to everyone and a
tool to improve quality of life/happiness/health
Leave it alone.
None
None
Drop the program entirely and leave ringette Alberta as it was.
None
.
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ADULT PLAYERS

Q26 With which Association were you registered with in the 2019-20
season?
Answered: 53

ANSWER CHOICES
Airdrie
Beaumont
Black Gold Rush
Bow View
Calgary AA
Calgary East
Calgary Northwest
Calgary Open (including Olds)
Central Alberta Sting
Central Alberta Wiggers Open
Cochrane
Drayton Valley
Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues Ringette Association
Edmonton Ringette Club
Foothills
Fort McMurray
Fort Saskatchewan

Skipped: 5

RESPONSES
0.00%

0

1.89%

1

9.43%

5

5.66%

3

3.77%

2

0.00%

0

1.89%

1

16.98%

9

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

5.66%

3

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

1.89%

1
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Hinton
Hussar
Indus
Lacombe
Leduc
Lethbridge
Medicine Hat
Mighty Peace Ringette
Northern Alberta Women’s Ringette Association
Peace Country Ringette (Grande Prairie)
Pembina
Red Deer
Ringette Calgary
Riviere Qui Barre Open
Rockyford

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

3.77%

2

5.66%

3

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

11.32%

6

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

5.66%

3

5.66%

3

Sherwood Park

1.89%

1

South Calgary

1.89%

1

1.89%

1

5.66%

3

0.00%

0

1.89%

1

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

1.89%

1

Spruce Grove
St. Albert
Strathmore
University Ringette
Women’s Ringette Association of Calgary
Zone 2 AA
Zone 5 AA
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Other (not listed)

5.66%

TOTAL

3
53

Q28 In which Division did you participate during the 2019-20 season?

ANSWER CHOICES
U19
Open
Other (please specify division)

RESPONSES
20.75%

11

66.04%

35

13.21%

7

Total Respondents: 53

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY DIVISION)
NRL
U14aa
U14AA
NRL
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U16 AA
U16A
nrl

1/1

Q29 At what level did you play in 2019-2020

ANSWER CHOICES
AA
A
B
Other (please specify)

RESPONSES
13.21%

7

56.60%

30

24.53%

13

5.66%

3

Total Respondents: 53
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OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
NRL
NRL
nrl

1/1

Q31 Are you aware that regardless of whether a player participates in
Classic Ringette or Pursuit of Excellence, they could still be subject to
tiering?

ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
No
Unsure

RESPONSES
64.71%

22

17.65%

6

17.65%

6

Total Respondents: 34

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
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There are no responses.

1/1

Q32 To what extent do you agree or disagree that each of the
following outcomes of a player's participation in ringette are
important?
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1 /2

0%

10%

20%

Strongly disagree

30%

40%

Disagree

50%

60%

70%

Neither agree nor disagree

80%

90% 100%

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Physical
challenge

5.88%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

50.00%
17

44.12%
15

34

4.26

Lifelong
involvement

5.88%
2

2.94%
1

11.76%
4

38.24%
13

41.18%
14

34

4.06

Social /
camaraderie

5.88%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

29.41%
10

64.71%
22

34

4.47

Enjoyment

5.88%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

14.71%
5

79.41%
27

34

4.62

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Enjoying the game and lifelong involvement are paramount

2 /2

Q33 To what extent do you agree or disagree that the each of the
following outcomes of a player's participation in ringette are
important?
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1 /2

0%

10%

20%

Strongly disagree

30%

40%

50%

Disagree

60%

70%

80%

Neither agree nor disagree

90% 100%

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE
A clear
pathway to
excellence

0.00

Developmen
t of long
term
performanc
e goals

0.00

Fulfillment of
athlete
potential

0.00

Learning and
living an
athlete
lifestyle

0.00

DISAGREE

%
0
%
0

%
0
%
0

NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

2.94%
1

26.47

0.00%
0

8.82

0.00%
0

2.94

0.00%
0

11.76

AGREE

%
9
%
3

%
1
%
4

STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3
4

3.91

47.06
% 16

23.53%
8

58.82
% 20

32.35%
1
1

3
4

4.24

50.00
% 17

47.06%
1
6

3
4

4.44

44.12
% 15

44.12%
1
5

3
4

4.32

2 /2

Q34 To what extent do you personally anticipate being interested in
participating in the Pursuit of Excellence program (either as a player
or in another capacity such as coach, administrator, trainer, etc.)?
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Not
at
all
Moderately
interestedDefinitely interested
SLIGHTLY
INTERESTED

MODERATELY INTERESTED

26.47%
9

38.24%
13

interested
interested

EXTREMELY
INTERESTED

Slightly

interested
Extremely

DEFINITELY
INTERESTED

14.71%
5

TOTAL

11.76%
4

34

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

2.94

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
As a former AA player, historically the programs used to be more competitive in nature.
depending on time committment
Third year U19, and will end up playing OpenB because of work/life commitments
I played AA growing up and I have coached AA in the past. There are so many people that miss out on
the experience of AA because they don’t “make the cut” I think this is an excellent idea and would be
very interested in being involved in the program!

1/1
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Q35 Do you think Excellence in Ringette will help you achieve your
ringette goals?

Not at all
SLIGHTLY

MODERATELY

8.82%
3

20.59%
7

VERY
17.65% 6

Slightly

Moderately

Very

N/A

TOTAL

EXTREMELY
5.88%
2

Extremely

N/A

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

26.47% 9
34

2.72

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
depending on time committment
I’m past my prime, and not seeking excellence in ringette personally
Is it too late for me? I feel I’ve been missed out on

1/1

Q36 In addition to the information already available from Ringette
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Alberta and Ringette Canada what (if any) additional education do
you need to support your own athlete development?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 43

RESPONSES
Not sure
None
?
I’m not sure
na
I need opportunities to be challenged. I need constructive feedback so I can have a chance to reach my
goals
Nothing
More goalie programs.
N/A
Education on the proper diet for the amount of exercise each individual will be doing
Na
better concussion protocols (like Rowan's Law in Ontario)--there are too many parents and players
who brush off a brain injury as just another ailment when it has lasting effects on a player

Where practices would be held
Non
Better coaching.

1/1

Q43 For the 2020-21 season, only the following changes are proposed
for U14, U16, and U19: mandatory standardized fitness assessments; a
review of each team’s yearly training plan; teams at AA and A being
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subjected to retiering if results warrant it. To what extend do you
agree/disagree that this is a reasonable first step in the transition?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

3.23%
1

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

16.13%
5

AGREE

22.58%
7

45.16%
14

STRONGLY
AGREE
12.90%
4

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

31

3.48

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
this should be 3 separate questions. retiering I agree with.
Fitness testing is limited in its effects on a player, there should be training on maintaining fitness and
athletes should be introduced to training programs that they can implement into their lifestyle. For
the past five years, most players graduating from U19 are not confident nor familiar with maintaining
their own conditioning on their own time. Moreover, there is less competition amongst AA athletes
with the high number of teams.
Any teams below AA or the pursuit of excellence should not have to go through that
Less AA teams give the girls that are good a chance! My opportunity is gone
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It is important to remember athletes at the A and B level may not be playing to be very competitive,
but rather because it is fun and they get to be with their friends. Implementing mandatory fitness
assessments may not be of interest to these girls. Rather, these fitness assessments could be made
optional for the A/B/C levels, and girls who are wanting to take their skills to the next level can choose
to participate.
As a player, standardized fitness testing is extremely discouraging and gives players another event to
be anxious about. Coaches and players are aware of everyone's fitness levels, there doesn't need to be
quantitative data to support what everyone can already recognize.
What plan is in place to purposefully Use fitness data to improve athlete experience?

2 /2

Q44 The first season proposed for U14 changes to take effect is 202122 when second-year U14AAs will continue on in the program as it
looks today and first year U14s may enroll in an Introduction to
Excellence Program. Do you support this timeline for
implementation?

ANSWER CHOICES
The timeline is too slow

RESPONSES
9.68%

3
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The timeline is about right
The timeline is too fast
I do not support this change regardless of timeline

74.19%

23

3.23%

1

12.90%

4

TOTAL

31

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
timing may not work
Breaking into first and second year U14s discourages the socialization among age groups that is
necessary for players to mature as individuals off the ice.

1/1

Q45 In order to provide players at different stages of their
development with access to play with similarly skilled athletes it is
proposed that the Pursuit of Excellence would have tiering (AA, A)
within the program. To what extent do you agree with this proposal?
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Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

3.23%
1

AGREE

22.58%
7

STRONGLY
AGREE

45.16%
14

TOTAL

29.03%
9

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

31

4.00

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Tiering that would definitely dilute the A teams for classical ringette
concerned with the number of teams available to play against

1/1

Q46 To what extent do you agree that an athlete's enrollment in the
Pursuit of Excellence program should be (at least partially) dependent
on their meeting a minimum threshold of performance

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
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DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

3.23%
1

AGREE

22.58%
7

STRONGLY
AGREE

38.71%
12

32.26%
10

TOTAL

31

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

3.94

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Athletes' level of play should meet a certain performance threshold
should be based on on-ice performance, not off-ice (see comment above)
Community sports should be accessible to all young athletes.

1/1

Q47 In order to ensure similar programming opportunities in Alberta's
two major population centres, one Centre of Excellence hub is
proposed for each of greater Edmonton and greater Calgary, both with
multiple teams and appropriate tiering. To what extent do you agree
with this proposal?
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Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

6.45%
2

AGREE

12.90%
4

STRONGLY
AGREE

61.29%
19

19.35%
6

TOTAL

31

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
in the 2019-2020 season, Edmonton area U19AA formed a new team but did not leave enough players
to fill A teams and left the league with multiple “A” level B teams
This means players in Cochrane have to drive to Strathmore, which is over an hour and is often unsafe.
In my opinion, Calgary should be divided into east and west or south and north to minimize this and
encourage socialization between Zone 2 and Calgary players.

1/1

Q48 It is proposed that, initially, the central, northern, and southern
regions of Alberta be served by satellite programs from either either
the
Edmonton or Calgary Centres of Excellence. To what extent do you
agree or disagree with this proposal?
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Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

3.23%
1

AGREE

25.81%
8

STRONGLY
AGREE

61.29%
19

TOTAL

9.68%
3

31

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
There are skilled players outside of Edmonton and Calgary who should be able to compete
with/against players of similar caliber without having to drive to either of these cities.

1/1

Q49 Please provide any additional comments or suggestions
regarding the Pursuit of Excellence initiative
Answered: 4

Skipped: 54

RESPONSES
N/A
I am excited to see how this goes! I think it’s a very well thought out program!
I think playing girls that are slightly better than you make you challenge yourself and get better, but if
you are playing against girls who’s skills are very similar to yours you aren’t increasing your skills or
learning from the better players.
Please ensure new policies do not marginalized at risk players, or add additional stress to young
athletes who should see sport as a opportunity available to everyone and a tool to improve quality of
life/happiness/health

1/1
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LOCAL A SSOCIATIONS

Q39 In which Association were you a board member in the 2019-20
season?
Answered: 135

ANSWER CHOICES
Airdrie
Beaumont
Black Gold Rush
Bow View
Calgary AA
Calgary East
Calgary Northwest
Calgary Open (including Olds)
Central Alberta Sting
Central Alberta Wiggers Open
Cochrane
Drayton Valley
Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues Ringette Association
Edmonton Ringette Club
Foothills
Fort McMurray
Fort Saskatchewan
Hinton

Skipped: 1,102

RESPONSES
5.19%

7

4.44%

6

0.00%

0

2.96%

4

5.19%

7

0.00%

0

4.44%

6

0.74%

1

2.22%

3

1.48%

2

2.22%

3

0.74%

1

1.48%

2

3.70%

5

0.00%

0

2.96%

4

2.22%

3

2.22%

3
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Hussar

0.00%

0

2.96%

4

1.48%

2

2.22%

3

4.44%

6

2.96%

4

0.00%

0

1.48%

2

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

2.96%

4

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

Sherwood Park

5.19%

7

South Calgary

4.44%

6

8.15%

11

8.15%

11

6.67%

9

0.74%

1

0.74%

1

1.48%

2

1.48%

2

2.22%

3

Indus
Lacombe
Leduc
Lethbridge
Medicine Hat
Mighty Peace Ringette
Northern Alberta Women’s Ringette Association
Peace Country Ringette (Grande Prairie)
Pembina
Red Deer
Ringette Calgary
Riviere Qui Barre Open
Rockyford

Spruce Grove
St. Albert
Strathmore
University Ringette
Women’s Ringette Association of Calgary
Zone 2 AA
Zone 5 AA
Other (not listed)
TOTAL

135
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Q40 Do you see the introduction of Pursuit of Excellence as a threat
to current stand-alone AA clubs?

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

51.11%

69

No

24.44%

33

Unsure

24.44%

33

TOTAL

135

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
A welcome threat from my point of view
We don't have a AA program this would be a great alternative for our stronger
athletes to pursue.
As well as a threat to association level programs
How would the cities be selected for these teams?
I just worry about the smaller clubs that combine from more than one association
to make enough players to be competitive at the AA level.
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We have no AA clubs in Fort McMurray so it would be better than nothing
Fort Saskatchewan doesn’t have the numbers to support a AA program, so it
shouldn’t affect our program.
Threat not the right word
We do not have AA in Fort McMurray so I am unsure of the current structure in
those clubs
Don’t have any
Not sure since we don't have any AA clubs
I see it as a bit of a threat to the classic ringette clubs
Somewhat, mainly due to the perceived workload of operating an excellence
program. Many AA athletes will want the benefits of such a program, but local
associations may not have the resources to operate a full program and may lose
athletes to the programs in other associations.
But thats ok, AA programs can cause harm in there own associations anyway. Going
back to the old Zone 5 way isn't a bad idea. But I feel AA players wont all take part
in the pursuit to excellence and 90% will stay at their home association and just
play A.
Not sure how this will all play out. As a parent I think excellence program will
benefit more athletes. More girls will have opportunities especially those from
associations that do not have AA programs. Some AA programs are made up of
same girls year after year and with same coaches. Makes it difficult for some girls to
make an AA team even if they have the talent. Honestly, in my opinion the more
athletes we can attract to the sport the better
Obviously, it is taking its place.
Clearly if our association is not designated as a Centre of Excellence then I'm not
sure about the future of our Club which also hosts and NRL team. It would seem
there will only be 1 or possibly 2 centres of Excellences in the North.
Again, I don't really understand what the objectives are and how it will look. I think I
can read between the lines and figure it out, but broad statements with no
examples prevent this understanding. One centre per region, means one per Zone?
AA has a 'closed club' mentality sometimes not solely based on ability, but rather
'who you know' and those who can afford the participate in the program. Both
barriers to truly getting the most 'gifted' players to advance to higher levels. The
benefit of the PofE program is hopefully opening up higher level of excellence to
ringette players who do not come through the regional/zone AA programs.
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The AA club in our city is a completely separate organization from our community
ringette association, so the introduction of the Excellence program doesn't directly
affect our association. From what I've heard through casual conversations, many
people perceive the Excellence program as a threat to the current AA program in
our city.
ARA does not support its own AA teams but instead our athletes evaluate with Zone 2 AA.
Given how the implementation of part time excellence for U14, and full time
excellence for U16 and U19 I expect to see Zone 2 AA to slowly disappear over
time. Zone 2 AA athletes will either go onto Excellence or return to their local
Zone 2 association. This will definitely happen if equivalent tiers between
Classic and Excellence happens. Given commuting times to Calgary for
Excellence I would expect 'A' tier athletes to stay with Classic ringette and their
local

association, unless something can definitively sell them on Excellence 'A' tier being
better than Classic 'A' tier.
But I feel that is ok
As I am for the changes..I do not feel any it will benefit small associations like
Leduc. We just do not have the numbers to make this happen unless we aligned
with another association.
As we are part of zone2 it seems that the program will move to calgary (this is of
potential benefit as travel is currently excessive in zone 2 AA)
It could affect the Zone 2 AA program

Q41 Please indicate how challenging you anticipate the following tasks
will be as an administrator with the introduction of Pursuit of
Excellence:
Answered: 135

Skipped: 1,102
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Less challenging than now

About the same as now

More challenging than now

LESS CHALLENGING THAN
NOW

ABOUT THE SAME AS
NOW

MORE CHALLENGING THAN
NOW

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Team
formation

4.44%
6

37.78%
51

57.78%
78

135

2.53

Player
movement
between
teams

10.37%
14

34.81%
47

54.81%
74

135

2.44

5.19%
7

47.41%
64

47.41%
64

135

2.42

League
scheduling

1.48%
2

40.74%
55

57.78%
78

135

2.56

Tournament
scheduling

2.22%
3

42.96%
58

54.81%
74

135

2.53

Other
(please
describe in
comment
box)

0.00%
0

44.19%
19

55.81%
24

43

2.56

Tiering
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COMMENTS FOR "TEAM FORMATION"
The player pool should be more truly capable of the Pursuit of Excellence programs if fewer programs
are implemented
if we loose more players to the Excellence program we will struggle to create balanced teams at each
level with other assocations as some associations will loose too many players
We are not planning to administer it- as far as I know
Fort McMurray has a very wide skill gap on all their teams as we, for the most part, only have one
team per age group (some years we have 2 at certain age groups)
It doesn’t work with our numbers
theoretically we will now have 3 x 14a teams vs 2 teams last season, is it proposed to put the most
talented players together one 1 team?
We don’t have a large pool of registrants at certain age ranges so uncertain how team formation in a
single association may work.
Might be hard to convince members and coaches already set in their ways. Would need clear,
consistent, consise messaging to share with association and members
That would depend on where the players are coming from, number of players, number of POE
locations
We don't have the numbers to further divide players.
Late team formation will be stressful on athletes and parents
Not totally clear
mostly due to timing of centre of excellence formation, but this is how it's done for AA teams in
eastern Canada
We are community ringette. The AA program is completely separate from us.
Not expecting Excellence programs in Calgary to have any larger impact on ARA than what Zone 2 AA
already has.
We do not have AA teams in Beaumont
We still don’t have much in the sense of guidelines on how to determine team tiers or assistance in
assigning players to teams. There always seems to be a lack of understanding so any new program will
cause confusion for some who don’t seek out the info. Our try-outs are far from perfect and struggle
every year to put players where they will succeed.
Unless the Bias changes, the same athletes will make it, while if you don't fit the mold per say or fit in
the social circles I don't see anything changing
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COMMENTS FOR "PLAYER MOVEMENT BETWEEN TEAMS"
We are not planning to administer it- as far as I know
We only have one team per AA age group
Fort McMurray has a very wide skill gap on all their teams as we, for the most part, only have one
team per age group (some years we have 2 at certain age groups)
There should be no player movement if players are playing POE. They should have a dedicated
association team
Don’t have the numbers
South Calgary has far fewer player at most age levels, many players will want to change associations
and leave SC, not many players will want to move there.
I think the back and forth between the Poe intro and classic ringette for u14 age group will be
challanging
Not sure what this means?
Depends on the selection process
That would depend on where the players are coming from, number of players, number of POE
locations
Are you talking about within a season? If yes, then that isn't supposed to happen as I understand it. I
think answer applies to both. Of course, again, part of it will depend on how many centres in the North
and # of athletes you are evaluting but assuming more than the current # all will be more challenging.

We have no current movement
Not totally clear
frankly, I suspect the athlete advisory data you have is misleading, potentially erroneous and with a
small sample size. All social data has inherent bias, and the challenge is in the formation of the
questions to yield appropriate direction. The concept is excellent, but it needs to be rounded out with
opinions from experienced members from associations (yes like myself), national level athletes,
experienced coaches, etc. My concern is that at certain ages, athletes that play in any tiers will easily
quit if they don't make a team and it's an easy excuse to focus on work, school, social life. Giving the
athlete any excuse to do so in a sport with no end game leads to the declining registration with age
(presuming that data is available).
Currently the cross player movement between zones is not actively promoted to create balanced
teams. Players outside the zone are only accommodated when it is to the advantage of the receiving
AA association (i.e they want to form a 3rd team and don't have enough players within their own
zone)
Not really sure how to answer this question. Players within a given year at ARA do not move between
teams. Consider providing more background for answering this question.
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We don’t have movement now so this would be new
Due to earlier registration in pursuit of excellence program we may have less volatility in our
registration numbers
There is no player movement between teams now

COMMENTS FOR "TIERING"
again we will loose many A level players to AA therefore weakening our teams against association
where they do no pursue the excellence program
Players that want to play for NW can stay NW and not go AA or Excellence
We are not planning to administer it- as far as I know
Fort McMurray has a very wide skill gap on all their teams as we, for the most part, only have one
team per age group (some years we have 2 at certain age groups)
Same not the numbers
at what point of the season do the U14a teams get tiered?
Unless we lose too many players and don’t have enough players to create teams at each tier
Ability for A players that would normally be in bow view to participate in POE is vague to how it will
affect BV
Not sure. I don’t have enough information yet
That would depend on where the players are coming from, number of players, number of POE
locations
Currently we don't do any tiering as we usually have one AA team for each of U14, U16 and U19.

Given no Excellence in Airdrie, I would likely expect a few athletes to return from Zone 2 AA to play
Classic Ringette in Airdrie. A few athletes will not increase/decrease tiering difficulties. Also not
expecting to lose more athletes to Excellence programs based in Calgary if they can get the similar
equivalent tiers within Classic.
I believe AA should have some sort of UAA cutoff not just based on teams desire to play at that level.

If we lose more athletes from our home association this would impact our ability to offer each tier
within our association do some kids will not be playing where they are best suited

COMMENTS FOR "LEAGUE SCHEDULING"
once u14 players double card this will be a nightmare
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We are not planning to administer it- as far as I know
Fort McMurray has a very wide skill gap on all their teams as we, for the most part, only have one
team per age group (some years we have 2 at certain age groups)
are we absorbing AA icetimes into Ringette Calgary? Icetime is always difficult to find.
If we are playing Tied Poe teams it will take longer to find the appropriate level for each team. Our
season is short already.
Depends how many teams at each level.
Bit more if more teams but league does the scheduling. Depending on # teams and # of centres of
excellence, ice for games may need to be contributed by other cities/towns whose athletes are in the
or eligible for the program.
Zone AA are already pushing back against forming a Provincial League.
Definitely more difficult if we start having tournaments with Excellence mixed in with Classic
(equivalent tiers).
Will RAB still have separate zones, same amount of travel?
U14s allowed to the program being able to do both... Do they participate in games and would it be
more like affiliation? Where does their priority lie? Is this fair to U14 teams they are on?
Sounds like this may be challenging to schedule around pursuit of excellence program
Limited ice for additional levels of play
Travel in small associations could become extreme.
COMMENTS FOR "TOURNAMENT SCHEDULING"
once u14 players double card this will be a nightmare
We are not planning to administer it- as far as I know
Fewer players to play against, perhaps?
Fort McMurray is geographically distant from all other associations so we already struggle with getting
teams to commit to our annual tournament
Same as above.
Depends if associations have enough ice and how many zones there will be across province
That would depend on the number of POE teams and location of tournaments
Again assuming more athletes and teams to manage
AA don't seem to have a problem traveling to tournaments it is in their 'DNA'
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Given there will be not be Excellence in Airdrie, ARA will continue to deliver tournaments for Classic
Ringette teams ONLY. As such I do not expect any additional tournament scheduling difficulties.ot
expected

COMMENTS FOR "OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE IN COMMENT BOX)"
Again feel we should look at the soccer model of all players have an option for academy session
however AA and A - all players would be required to participate but everyone has access to the
additional training
I would welcome extra/different duties to give players in our community the opportunity
Our young Association has started to find a firm footing and enjoying success with the teams. There is
a trepidation amongst players and parents for the change and the lack of detail in the plans to make
such a change
Scheduling and conflict with association teams commencing during evaluations.
This program does not work for rural communities and will kill ringette for those towns
Classic ringette struggles now to create enough teams to form a tier. Moving them to a different
program will likely create new challenges
Keeping athletes in ringette
Educa of association membership
as a small Association we simply don't have the numbers to tier within the "excellence"
I feel that the Excellence Program will be much easier manage in the bigger centres. I think it will be
very challenging to make it work in Central Alberta.
To be honest...I am a bit unsure on these questions above.
Getting qualified coaches
Municipalities have rules around players needing to be from the town they are based in on order to
get ice at subsidized costs, not to mention SOP rules, how does RAB plan to work with LSO to provide
ice to POE. I see acquiring ice for this program as a huge issue
Program administrator has so many duties. This will be a hard position to fill
it seems to me there is some pie in the sky thinking with these programs including the integrated
teams that will be associated with these centres, ice times and practice scheduling, all of these things
seem to be not quite ready to implement
My understanding is that the Excellence Program will be a separate function, and not something that
community ringette associations need to implement. My understanding is that we will continue to
only offer Children's Ringette and Classic Ringette, and that the Excellence Program is not relevant to
us.
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This will make ringette more expensive and therefore less attractive. School sports offer more
incentive to stay than ringette does. i.e scholarships
N/A
Managing dynamics within classic ringette for the PoE vs non-PoE kids.
We are a small association with few players in an isolated region of the province.
I am aware of many volunteers within our association who are disheartened by the continuous
changes, name changes, requirements and recertifications, etc.
Concerned there will be double carding.

Q42 Would your local association be willing to work with other local
associations to form Classic Ringette teams after the introduction of
Pursuit of Excellence?

ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
No
Not sure

RESPONSES
30.37%
6.67%
62.96%

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
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How can a comment be made when little is known how everything will play out
Would be a great concept to strengthen realationships between associations.
Many do not pursue excellence due practices out of their quadrant as well as they want to play with
friends.. this would be discouraging to those players and families
This would be a challenge with teams in A or B as most parents or players wouldn't want to travel to
other cities to go to practices etc.
I feel that NW will have a very strong program as in the past. I feel our Classic Ringette teams will
continue to excel at the highest level
I think so but I cannot speak for others
Is there an option. We will do what is best for the players in our Association we have committed to

I know that I would be opposed
Fort McMurray has no other local associations to work with.
I don’t understand this question. Are associations working together? Can’t that be AA?
I’m sure they would look into it
We have not talked about this yet as a board
Players do not love playing the same 2-3 teams over and over all season. If there aren’t enough
players in the larger associations to form multiple u16 and u19 teams I would predict that players will
leave the sport earlier
Likely yes, but will require revamp of current policies and significant education of the membership.
Perception will be the "top players" are getting all the focus.
Due to our location I doubt it would work though
the problem is parents don't think that practice ice should be split 50/50
We are strictly a AA association.
Don't know the board opinion but that takes away from the girls friendships and adds travel
I don’t think many of our members would be interested in driving to other associations for ice times.

No close associations to work with
Answering based on my personal assumption and not formal conversations had as the association
table
This would require a conversation with all board members and division directors
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Again, our city does not allow us to have outside players or we will loose our share of our ice.
But one major issue is ice allocation rules from the City so there are some limitations. Another note is
that we have historically received an annual grant the last few years from the City of Edm ($16,500
last year) and we may no longer qualify for same depending on # of
Edmontonians that our program serves. We also received a grant for hosting Provincials in 2018 and
for our U19AA team last year which finished 3rd and competed at CRCs from the City of Edm.

I inadvertently said I was a board member, I am an elected director but not an official board member. I
suspect our board would collaborate, we have largely been collaborative in the past.
Do not believe this applicable to current Open team league approach
I don't understand this question. Yes, we are always willing to work closely with other local associations. This question sounds
like we are being asked pool all our players together to make Classic Ringette teams. This effectively makes local
associations unnecessary which is concerning.

Depends on the other Association willingness to make it work for both associations
Board discussion
Yes ARA and CRA demonstrated cooperation this season with the formation of 3 joint U16 teams, 2 at
U16B and 1 at U16A to keep the maximum number athletes playing as possible (no athletes lost). ARA
and CRA have also done joint U19B teams in the past. ARA is conducting its own survey of all Airdrie
and Cochrane parents regarding the joint U16 effort, we are willing to share the data and experience
if you want to ask for more details.
Would make sense for Leduc/Beaumont to merge into one assocaition.
I would for sure
Likely not as we are an isolated community.
We are an adult association but have players with decades of experience, knowledge, and/or possibly
be professionally trained as IST.
Working with neighbouring associations has historically been full of conflict due to many differences in
approach to teams, player development and time commitment
Combined with Airdrie this year at u16A level and found this successful
We have a limited population/player base.
We do not have any regular ice so would struggle to develop any other programs
That needs to be discussed as a board and also between RAB and the board
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Q43 For the 2020-21 season, only the following changes are proposed for
U14, U16, and U19: mandatory standardized fitness assessments; a review of
each team’s yearly training plan; teams at AA and A being subjected to retiering if
results warrant it. To what extend do you agree/disagree that this is a reasonable
first step in the transition?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

0.00%
0

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

8.33%
2

AGREE

25.00%
6

45.83%
11

STRONGLY
AGREE
20.83%
5

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

24

3.79

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Out of my wheelhouse so feel unqualified to comment
please do not proceed past this step
I would agree with the first 2. I'm not sure about the retiering. I would think better to implement that
the following year.
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seems appropriate, I look forward to the fitness assessments, and a review of the yearly training plan.
Can we not have some direction from Ringette Canada on skill development, additional drills and
concepts, and strategy development. These tools by in large are absent, and with other sports I am
involved with or research (e.g., rugby, basketball and hockey), there are a plethora of resources
related to these aspects of coaching. I applaud RAB for at least starting a YouTube channel with very
basic drills/concepts, definitely a step in the right direction
if adequate 'high level' AA teams cannot be formed they should be reverted and dispersed across the
A program. To date the pyramid formula of x number of AA teams based on numbers of an age
divisions A, B, & C teams invariably results in detrimental effects all the way down these community
tiers because AA talent level players are not sufficient to form the formulas # of AA teams

I somewhat agree with this as a good start. Yes to the first 2 items, but have some caveats for the third
item. U14A are already subject to retiering under UAA scoring and Calgary 123 league competition
committee November. U16/U19A is subject to retiering based on Calgary 123 competition committee
November review. ARA is good with all this. Not keen on retiering U14AA, U16AA, or U19AA. Given
they are the highest tiers possible, the only possibility for retirering these teams is to tier them down
to U14A/U16A/U19A. AA has always been selfdeclared and they should stay there, if they retreat they
will definitively be better than most of the other A teams, and I know ARA can compete with that.

2 /2

Q44 The first season proposed for U14 changes to take effect is 202122 when second-year U14AAs will continue on in the program as it
looks today and first year U14s may enroll in an Introduction to
Excellence Program. Do you support this timeline for
implementation?
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ANSWER CHOICES
The timeline is too slow
The timeline is about right
The timeline is too fast
I do not support this change regardless of
timeline

RESPONSES
12.50%

3

58.33%

14

20.83%

5

8.33%

2

TOTAL

24

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
Please take a survey of current U14AA players. I believe majority in Calgary love the program and
would not like to see these drastic changes
If it's going to happen, just start it now
But I doubt we will have access to the program
I really don't know that much about this yet so don't feel I can comment
Only if guidelines are released very soon. Associations need time to plan and collaborate. With
volunteers running local associations, planning takes a lot longer.
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Given the COVID-19 pandemic there are too many uncertainties at this time and groups are not able
to meet to discuss
The timeline currently is asking for us to implement some things for the upcoming season. We don't
even have any details on the program but we are to figure out budgets and ice by
July/Aug and then apply by Sep 1 to be an Operator. I suppose if you are talking about this one change
in isolation, then it may be possible to implement for next season with a later date for application to
be an operator. Question though is usually some U14s move on to U16 and some players are needed
to complete the U14 team so what happens there?
seems like a lot of work has to be done by then, including clear objectives and rationale for this concept

So AA will continue to exist (and be grandfathered out of existence) in parallel with the beginnings of
Excellence ?

2 /2

Q45 In order to provide players at different stages of their
development with access to play with similarly skilled athletes it is
proposed that the Pursuit of Excellence would have tiering (AA, A)
within the program. To what extent do you agree with this proposal?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
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STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

12.50%
3

8.33%
2

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

12.50%
3

50.00%
12

STRONGLY
AGREE
16.67%
4

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

24

3.50

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
This takes away from the quadrants. Again set us as soccer with academy that everyone has access to
instead of taking away players from quadrants. SCRA would not be able to field an A level team if this
as the case.
This is a nore complex question than can be dealt with in these multiple choice options. Arguably,
players would guarantee themselves a spot on A just by signing up for POE.
I'm not sure that ringette in Edmonton and area can handle a further splintering of A - Classic A and
Excellence A at these age groups. Perhaps at U14 and again it would probably require multiple
associations combining to form a classic A team which I'm not sure will be easy from the perspective of
ice, assocations and athletes. As well, I have concerns about eg. having 30 athletes say 20 are AA and
10 are A - then what?
makes sense, again still don't understand the rationale for fewer centres rather than having standards
at the association level. So what tiers would be at the association level? Right now this seems to be
more elitist and the only parallel is the current state of minor hockey moving towards academies that
can only be afforded by the few
AA selection should not solely be conducted by AA Associations, as they look out for their interests
first not necessarily the impact on the Community level (A-B) tiers.
It should only have AA tier. Leave the A tier with the community associations.
I get the point but again why would Zone 2 athletes go to Excellence to play tier 'A' when they can stay
with their local association to play Classic tier 'A' and then pursue Excellence the next year to get tier
AA (not offered by ARA)? This is a possible risk for the Excellence program. Note ARA Classic will be
able to compete with Excellence based on ice availability, program cost, and commuting times.

If there are games being played between Classic adn Excellence at the same level I am unclear on how
the excellence team would not be seen as having an advantage
Competitive equity between teams makes the sport more fun for all involved, hope that this will help
solve some of this problem

2 /2

Q46 To what extent do you agree that an athlete's enrollment in the
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Pursuit of Excellence program should be (at least partially) dependent
on their meeting a minimum threshold of performance

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

4.17%
1

AGREE

8.33%
2

STRONGLY
AGREE

37.50%
9

TOTAL

45.83%
11

24

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
There might need to be flexibility in communities where there are not enough A players
Not only performance, but overall attitude and motivation to be there. These areas should be
constantly under review once an athlete enters the program to maintain the integrity of the program

Should have to meet all performance standards to be moved ahead to a higher team
The problem is how do you gauge game sense and coach ability?
It should be an elite program. Everyone else already has a place with community ringette.
Agreed, this should be the reason of being for the Excellence program otherwise it's absolutely not
different from Classic

1/1
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Q47 In order to ensure similar programming opportunities in Alberta's
two major population centres, one Centre of Excellence hub is
proposed for each of greater Edmonton and greater Calgary, both with
multiple teams and appropriate tiering. To what extent do you agree
with this proposal?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE
(no
label)

DISAGREE

4.17%
1

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

20.83%
5

AGREE

37.50%
9

STRONGLY
AGREE

25.00%
6

12.50%
3

TOTAL

24

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
My experience with the Red Deer region says their area could accommodate a program there as well.

Need to think on how to have the surrounding associations to have the same access
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please no tiering with the AA (Excellence)
Edmonton's program has been very weak for years. The smaller cities around Edmonton have a lot
stronger Associations and should be rewarded for this (eg. Spruce Grove and St.Albert
Why just the 2 main hubs? This means the only way to play competitive ringette is to live in the city.
This feels a bit discriminatory.
As a smaller organization that is close to Edmonton, I would be concerned about us losing players to
Edmonton.
This is a tough one. So much historical politicking and challenges to overcome. Just being
honest....many will see visions of the old Zone 5 club and all the issues that came with it. There are
also local municipality issues to manage (some communities limit the percentage of athletes from
outside the local.community that can be on teams/use ice facilities, as an example). Not
insurmountable, but not simple. Questions will arise such as, who will choose coaches, travel distance
for team activities, what happens to the current AA teams (do they exist in Classic?)

Not really too sure of this idea as currently the majority of current AA teams in the Edmonton region
are in the surrounding communities. I worry that the North BGL does not have the numbers of
participants to be able to manage this. The South seems to have way more athletes in ringette. I have
seen similar in lacrosse. Calgary has enough teams in the girls divisions to have a competitive and
development stream, but the North doesn’t have to numbers. I worry that ringette in the North May
suffer. Not sure though. The main consideration is to ensure fair completion across the province

What about the needs of Central Alberta teams? Far too much travel would be required this pushing
players out of the sport.
Not sure - there are a lot of questions that go with this - how will ice be managed - will all ringette
associations contribute ice? Will practices be in various cities? Are only Excellence teams the ones that
will qualify for CRCs? Is the one Centre an existing Club/Association?
you're now decreasing opportunities. Your model is focused largely on the Calgary and surrounding
area, clearly through more opportunities northern teams are closing the gap yet that is viewed as
diluting the talent pool - seems like the pursuit of excellence concept is speaking out of both sides of
the mouth. Frankly, for Calgary's population base they should have more AA programs. St Albert,
Spruce Grove and Sherwood Park have thriving ringette associations and have been able to
consistently be competitive despite small population bases to support those associations.

This seems to exclude a lot of rural communities that currently have AA programs. This seems to
create less opportunity in our province. I also think it should only have the AA tier.
Those are the only population centers within Alberta where Excellence will be feasible. You realize this
will preclude athletes from Zone 1, Central Alberta, and those with associations more than 60 minutes
outside of Edmonton.
Ice procurement will become an issue and cannot impact classic ringette requirements
Think current program has too many AA teams and the loss of players from small associations has
caused our teams difficulty to be competitive in past seasons
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There should be other hubs for enough opportunity. Similar to Zone 2 AA, so kids in Zone 2 have a hub
to participate in within getting lost in the Calgary shuffle

2 /2

Q48 It is proposed that, initially, the central, northern, and southern
regions of Alberta be served by satellite programs from either either
the
Edmonton or Calgary Centres of Excellence. To what extent do you
agree or disagree with this proposal?

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

4.17%
1

25.00%
6

NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

37.50%
9

25.00%
6

STRONGLY
AGREE
8.33%
2

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

24

3.08

1 /2

COMMENT (OPTIONAL)
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I agree but thus far I seem nothing to suggest that the North will be part of Edmonton's satellite
program. Is anyone actually working on this?
As I said above, I worry about smaller organizations losing a lot of players
I think we will lose Central athletes just as a result of the logistical challenges
Not quite sure. I know some other associations have been committed and working hard to develop
athletes in AA.
Not sure
could be problematic for athletes at the Southern (i.e Med Hat, Lethbridge) & Northern (Fort
McMurray).
Excellence program implementation plan does NOT mention anything about satellite programs. I'm
assuming Red Deer will automatically have a satellite program to service Central Alberta.
Not comfortable with Ringette Calgary running Southern Alberta. The focus will never reach outside of
the city limits

2 /2

Q49 Please provide any additional comments or suggestions
regarding the Pursuit of Excellence initiative
Answered: 12

Skipped: 13

RESPONSES
Please do not move too fast with your changes. If my daughter was younger with all the changes
happening in ringette I would have switched her to hockey. Please consider different options to allow
players access to extra ice, dryland and training.
This great for kids who live in the city, but I feel Fort McMurray is being left out. We have a few A
players in U12 this year who were placed on a B team because we do not have enough A players. We
also had player who could not even skate at the beginning of the year on the team (to balance it out).
One of our girl's got singled out by the parents who we played. I personally heard overheard parents
(from the Edmonton region) say they would not travel to Fort McMurray to play us because it was not
fair that we had an A player on the team.
This should not be a current focus in light of what’s going on in the world. The focus should be making
ringette affordable for families whose lives have been turned upside down
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If an athlete is offered a spot in the program and lives in Fort McMurray (or any other area outside of
the Greater Edm of Greater Calg areas), please consider scheduling to accommodate travel. Will we
receive feedback on any questions that come out of these surveys? Thank you! It looks like a lot of
research has gone into designing this Program, I hope it works as well in real life as it sounds in the
draft document! Looking forward to it's implementation!

I understand the idea of wanting to offer something for everyone but I feel this will put a strain on
classic ringette at an age group that we already struggle with. It feels like the players that want a
higher level of play without all the extras are the ones that will be overlooked.
Instead of indicating that our programs should maintain the LTAD ratios, please spell it out as the LTAD
plan is not very clear. It sounded like RAB/RC will be providing all the standards for the program and a
list of approved service providers re: strength and conditioning coaches, nutritionists, ?fitness testing,
?mental training etc.. Hopefully that is the case. Will RAB/RC also be providing the Athlete Agreement
and Parent/Guardian Agreement?
more than happy to engage in additional discussions to help understand this concept to better
understand. What other provinces are doing this, frankly the rationale seems to stem from
Ringette Canada, so this initiative should be a consistent approach across all provinces - is it?
It should be an elite AA tier program of choice. It should not take any A-B-C tier programming away
from the community ringette associations as we need these tiers and numbers to continue to be
viable.
Already provided in comments of previous questions.
With the U14 age group being part of a full time classic team how will the cost be kept down if they
are also required to register for an additional program?
Send out a model of the proposed Centre of Excellence hub well before any implementation so
Associations can review discuss and have input. Several stakeholder meetings should be held to gain
input to the process.
It seems like a good idea but as we are unsure of the cost (which is already a barrier to AA program) I
am not sure of my interest level-also have concerns about an increase in participation in pursuit of
excellence and its impact on Cochrane Ringette...
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